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* * * 
Weather Warms 
Warmer
 and continued fair vv ea-
the,’ can be expected on the cam-
1 l’ toiday. accotAing to United
 
Press weather observers Today’s 
high will range from 65-70, some
 
4-5 degrees
 above yesterday’s 
peak Gentle winds will prevail. 
NO.
 21 
Homecoming
 Celebration
 Underway
 
SF:EK sECOND WINCarrying !":111 Jone State 
hopes to- a victory over the University of Denver 
In tom.  nights
 Homecoming game will be the 
bottoming starters.
 From left to right in the line 
are Pete Galloni, Jim Hughes, Herb Boyer, Bob 
Mandel. Austin Laramie,
 Tom Ryan and Hal 
Boutte. In the backfield are Art Powell, Pat Hiram. 
Mary McKean and Jim Riley. 
Photo  by Cohun 
kSIS on Friendly Ground 
For ’Make or Break’ Tilt
 
By SAL ORLANDO 
Fresh from a border-to-border 
road trip, San Jose State re-
turns to Spartan Stadium tomor-
row night to defend its unbeaten, 
untied local-field mark against 
Denver University in the ninth 
annual Homecoming football 
game. 
Kickoff time for the intersec-
tional clash is at 8:30 o’clock. 
The Spartans of Rob Henn-
ran opened I Ii e I r season by 
dumping Drake, 26-7, at Spar-
tan Stadi  and then \vent on 
the road and lost decisions to 
Washington State at Pullman, 
flash.. 33-18, Stanford at Palo 
Alto, 40-20, and Arizona State 
at Tempe, Ariz., 47-13, while 
gaining a tie with San Diego, 
27-27, in the Border city. 
13rorizan has called this the 
"make or break" week for his 
charges. If they play against Pi-
oneers the way they did in prar-. 
tice early in the week, Bronzan 
figures they will upset Denver. 
a six-point favorite, and go on to 
a fairly successful second half 
of the season. 
COULD BE ROUGH 
If the Golden Raiders succumb 
to the power of the Pioneers. 
things could be rough the rest 
of the way with College of the 
Pacific, Cal Poly and Fresno 
State as opponents on successive 
dates. The latter schools have the 
strongest teams in thcir history. 
"We don’t Intend to lose this 
one," Brunzan said. "The fel-
Iowa have been hitting harder 
this week than at any other 
time of the season and we are 
ready," he eontinued. 
Bronzan has m ade several 
changes in the S.1S starling line 
up. The biggest surprise in some 
quarters Is the announcement that 
Mary McKean will open at quar-
terback in place of Bob Reinhart. 
the nation’s second leading passer. 
MeREAN AHEAD 
McKean was rated,nhead of 
Reinhart until the Drake game 
when the latter took over. McKean 
was just beginning to return to 
tom when injured the week be-
fore "L’affaire San Diego". 
Meltean’s work this week has 
earned him the starting nod, al-
though Reinhart will alternate 
with him. In 22 attempts, Mc-
Kean !Het 1.1011leet 1.11 on nine 0e-
1.0a1011.1 for 124 yards while 
Reinhart has hit on 61 of III 
tries for IAI yards and seven 
touchdowns. 
L Along with McKean in, Die 
r starting backfield will be Jim Ri-
ley left half, Art Powell at
 right 
half, and Pat Hiram at fullback. 
That trio of running backs in-
cludes three of the four leading 
runners on the team, yardage-
wise. 
RILEY GAINS 
On 24 carries, Riley has gained 
201 yards for an 8.4 yard per 
carry average. His 73-yard run 
against Stanford is the longest 
SJS run from scrimmage. Powell 
White for Rooters 
Planning to sit in the root-
ing section at tomorrow’s big 
Homecoming game? If so, you’re 
asked by the Rally Committee 
to wear a white shirt or blouse. 
Choicest seats on the student 
side are located in the rooting 
section, which will be expanded 
to include more than 2000 stu-
dents. 
has toted the ball only seven times, 
but has gained 123 yards, a fan-
tastic 17.6 per-carry average. Hi-
ram has a 6.3 per carry, on 18 
tries. 
Powell Is the fifth leading 
pass receiver in the nat I’M With 
18 catches for 333 yards and two 
tallies. 
Most of the mid-week changes 
made by Bronzan took place in 
the line where three new faces 
appear, while one player will be 
seeing his first action at a new 
position. 
GUTTY PLAYER 
Pete Galloni, rated by the 
coaching staff as "one of the 
guttiest" players on the team, 
the Pioneers’ speedy end who runs 
the 100-yard dash in 9.7, has 
will get starting call at end op-
posite Hal Boutte. the squad’s 
second leading pass receiver who 
has caught 11 roasses.for 144 yards. 
Tom
 Ryan and Jim Hughes 
will start at tackle with team 
captain Charley Kaaihue, 
shifted from guard the week 
before, being used in reserve 
along with Prentls Porter.
 
The tackles will be the key 
to the Spartan defense because
 
the Pioneers run much of the 
offense off-tackle. 
Austin "Porkchops" Laramie, 
who had been a regular tackle, 
will start at guard opposite Herb 
Boyer. Both boys will be starting 
there for the first time. 
Bob Marcie], who reported 
four days late for practice after
 
considering attending Washing-
ton State, has completed an up-
hill battle and moved into the 
starting eerier slot. 
With Denver, the Spartans will 
meet a hard-driving team that 
specializes in long sustained drives 
instead of the trying for the long-
gainer. 
ATTACK KEYNOTERS 
Quarterback Walt Yanowich and 
halfbacks George Colbert and 
Johnny Wilson keynote the Den-
ver attack. Yanowich is 14th ih 
the
 nation in passing with 33 com-
pletions on 70 attempts for 930 
yards
 and four touchdowns. 
Colbert heads the list of seven 
of the top ten Pioneer ball-
carriers bark from last year. On 
50 carries, Colbert has averaged 
CR yards per try and has clicked 
on five of II passes for 32 yards 
and IWO touchdowns. 
Wilson is the seventh leading 
receiver in the nation with 17 
catches for 251 yards. Ernie Pitts, 
caught 15 passes for 239 yards. 
Only doubtful participant for 
the Pioneers is fullback Bill Korn 
who su f fered a charley-horse 
against New Mexico. In his place, 
Starting Lineups 
Saturday 
SAN
 JOSE STATE 
NO, NAME 
11:30 p.m. 
WT. POS. WT. 
77 Hal Ronne 193 1.4:11 172 
fig Tom Ryan 205 1,Tit 219 
60 Austin Laramie 203 lailt 191 
51 Bob Marelel 195 192 
37 Herb Royer isfi Rid. 172 
62 Jim Hughes
 211 ItTl. 212 
39 Pete 1142 itri. iMi 
30 Mary McKean lE QR 17 I 
US Jim Riley 170 IHR 174 
42
 Art Powell 190 RHL 165 
33 Pat Hiram 183 F 170 
Spartan !Stadium 
DENVER 
NAME NO. 
40e Strasser 
Ear Stuart 77 
John Mette 
’bob Garrard 
Rob Huber 
Ralph Meyer 
Ernie Pitt% 
Al anowleh 
George Colbert 
Johnny Wilson 
Dick Dupton 
54 
62 
76 
83 
17 
21 
22 
31 
INTRODUCING
   Queen Anna Beal. The 5 ft. 5 in. blond was 
selected Is
 .popular %We 111111 jildgillg to reign over hOth the 1956 
11111Me1.0 ))) ll g :lulls it  and the 1958-57 Centennial esents. Anna 
will participate in the ocoikend ilethilles both as Queen and as one 
of SJ.44’sitin porn Vs. Photo  by Freseli 
Egypt Pulls Out of Sinai; 
Israelites Claim Control 
LONDON   (UP)   Egyptian ’forces began pulling out of 
Sinai Desert Thorsday night to consc lidate si of the Suez Canal 
against British. French and Israel attack. 
The move came as Israeli troops crumed thr y had won con 
frol of all but 1rw
 isolated pockets on flv ;mai Peninsula in a day 
of bitter fighting. 
Egypt claimed the Canal itself had bort, by e ship sunk 
by French
 and British bombers----- 
in another day of aerial assault 
expected to be followed by an 
Anglo-French invasion of Suez. 
The Israeli government announ-
ced through its embassy in Wash-
ington that Egyptian troops in 
Sinai were in full retreat and 
abandoning most of their equip-
ment. This claim said Egyptian 
casualties "killed, wounded and 
captured" were estimated at about 
5000, with Israeli losses - 
including less than 100 dead. 
Even as the British and French 
stepped
 up their assaults in Egyp-
tian airfields and Israeli forces 
claimed victory in the Sinai 
Desert, Egyptian President Gam& 
Abdel Nasser proclaimed his de-
fiance over Cairo radio. 
"Egypt will fight a total war 
against the British-French-Israel 
alliance to defend her freedom and 
independence," he said. 
"Britain and F r a nce have 
blocked Suez Canal navigation at 
a time when they have aroused 
the whole world by claiming they 
are Protecting Canal navigation," 
the communique said. 
Allied headquarters on Cyprus 
disputed the Egyptian claim. 
An official announcement said 
the Egyptians themselves had at-
tempted to tow the ship into a 
sin4ing position hallway down the 
Canal. Brit,sh naval aircraft at-
tacked it twice and stink it on the 
second attempt. Headquarters be-
lieved it was clear of the channel 
outside the demarcation bouys. 
It was the second day of RH-
t ish and French aerial attack 
which by inetafternoon brought 
Cairo its eighth air raid alert. 
RUSS CHIEF SENDS NOTE 
MOSCOW I UP, -- The So-
viet Foreign Ministry announced 
Thursday that Premier Nikolai 
ilidganin has sent A letter to Pres-
ident Eisenhower dealing with the 
mideast situation. The contents of 
the letter were not revealea to 
Moscow. 
Primate Wants 
Demo Party 
BUDAPEST (UP) - Joszef 
Cardinal Mindszenty conferred to-
day with a Iplegation from Com-
munist Premier Imre Nagy’s coati-
lion government. The Cardinal de-
manded formation of a Christian 
Democratic Party with Cabinet 
representation. 
The Catholic Primate of lein-
gary laid down his conditions for 
supporting any new regime in 
Hungary to a delegation headed 
by Vice Premier Zoltan Tildy. 
one of the twoo Non-Communists 
in the Imre Nagy government. 
51indszenty was rescued by Hun-
garian Nationalist Troops yester-
day after eight years in C,otionu-
nist prisions. 
Hungary Neutral 
VIENN.5   (CI’   The new 
Natio/n(11st Hungarian govern-
ment quit five Warvom Pact 
Thursday  T he first Russian 
satellite to
 
abandon the soviet
 
defense set up. 
-TIto)st" Illingarian Premier 
Imre Nagy declared Hungary’s 
neutrality and called en the Dig 
Few powers ta guarantee it. 
The sleetaration us is carried on 
Budapest Radio at 1 p.m. tin 
a.m. PsT 
The Cardinal revel ed the dele-
gation in his shabby palace after 
recording an appeal to the Nation 
asking an immediate return of 
calm and promising to ’11Pellik 
about the way ahead" within two 
days Ile told this correspondent 
he had to have time to inform 
himself about the present situa-
tion before he could -give the 
lead." 
Bonfire, Parade 
Cap Homecoming
 
By FRANK WARREN 
San Jose State’s Centennial Homecoming festivities
 will draw 
to a close this weekend with tonight’s bonfire rally and the Home-
coming parade and football
 game tomorrow evening. 
The annual welcome of SJS alumni is expected to draw 1500 
to 2000 former Spartans back to the campus on this. Sparta’s bun. 
dredth birthday, according to Peg Major, Alumni Association secre-
tary. 
Festivities get underway tonight at 8 o’ciock on the Spartan Stadium parking lot with the bonfire rally. Built by Alpha Phi Omega 
and guarded by volunteers from various fraternities, the bonfire wili 
be set ablaze as a climes to the rally. Between
 10:30 and I I o’clock 
tonight, eserpts of the rally will be heard on tape on Custer’s Cara. 
van over KLOK. 
"A Century of Spartan Sports" is the theme for Saturday’s pa. 

 rails- which begins at 3 p.m. 
President Greets
 
Alums for Contest, 
Homecoming Fare 
We heartily welemne you back 
home. as you can see by the color-
ful floats, decorations, and pro-
grams that have been planned in 
your Nese’. 
The ties that bind you alumni
 
of San Jose State College to your 
alma meter are intangible,
 but 
very strong. They are strong 
ufaellesaw yots-feasi. /mad-
rests of mile back to the eanuais 
for the llomecoming relebratiOn 
every year. They aro, strong enough 
to prompt thousands of you to con-
tinue active membership
 in your 
Alumni
 Association. T hey are 
strong enough to make you feel 
a glow of pride whenever you 
learn of the noteworthy achieve-
ments of our students and facility. 
 ’rhis pride. you should remem-
ber, is engendered in the ’opposite 
direction too. We who have made 
the management of San Jose State 
tour life work derive great 
sat isfaction from learning of the 
accomplishments of our grarlii-
ateIsn. all the excitement of the 
parade,
 football game, and Home-
coming Ball, don’t forget
 to visit 
with your old friends on the fac-
ulty. We look forward to
 riming 
you ageln this weekend or, for 
that matter. at any time of the 
year when you happen to he pass-
ing by. You are always welcome 
at San Jose State College. 
John T. Wahlquist 
President, San Jose Stale College 
- 
Seventeen float numerous 
bands. the queen and her at-
tendants, a ti d the college’s
 
AEROTC and ROTC drill teams 
will participate in the procesodon 
through downtown San Jose. 
in co, opera tem ith the college.
 
downtown
 merchants will close
 
their business establishments 
early. First atreet parking
 will 
he halted at 2 p.m., and those 
vehicles already parked on the 
main thoroughfare
 will have until 
4 pm, to move, according to Jim 
Curntitt,
 parade committee chair-
man. 
PARADE rORMATION 
’rbe isararte so ill form on Faust 
St. James street and
 progress 
down First street to William 
street. A judges’ stand, occupied 
by parade judges, college officials 
and local dignitaries, will he lo-
cated in front of the l’ayless Drug 
Store. 
Judging of the floats by three 
local eitizens will he on us 100 
point basis. which Will limited 
to adherance to theme, work-
manship and originality. Points 
will range from
 76 to 100 for 
outstanding floats, 51 to 75 for
 
good floats. 26 to 50 for aver-
age floats, and 0 10 25 for fair 
entries. 
Centennial Homecoming nears 
its end with
 the meeting of the 
Golden Raiders and the Univer-
sity of Denver
 Pioneers at 830 
o’clock Saturday night under the 
Ililts at Spartan
 Stadium. 
BAND TO RENDER SALUTE 
During the 30-minute
 half-time 
ceremonies, the Spartan band will 
render a salute to the alumni in 
its music and marching forma-
tions. Abu), during the half-time, 
Queen Anne heal and Jerry Mc-
Rally Toni 0111 Coo-thy, I lomecoming ( ’ommit tee ehairman, will award trophies to 
/Vixs Sq (t ers three divisions; fraternity. sonar. the winning float entries in the 
"Squatters Rights Refused." ity and independent. 
This warning
 sign will he dis- Th.% larg"I "mini lim"Penn" lug crowd in Sparta history is 
expected to attend true alter. 
game reuninn and dative at Ex-
position Hall in the sant* Clara 
County Fair Grounds. scheduled 
to begin at II:30 p.m. and end 
at 2 cm., the reunion will fea-
ture the music of the Dilly White 
played prominently. at tonighe-
llornecoming rally, to begin at 
it
 (o’clock in the Spartan Stadium 
Parking lot on 10th street. 
Elaborate plans have gone jel.  
matting the rapy one of the best 
held at San Jose State. 
to Gary Waller, rally commit?, e 
chairman. Entertainment by sev- "Inh°’  
oral students
 is to be woven into I Undergraduates can attend the 
a story plot involving the spar_ , Junior Class After-Game Dance 
tans and their Saturday rival, the r from 10 to 1 o’clock tomorrow 
l’ni ersity of Denver Pioneers night in the Women’s Gym. The 
bourn J o singer: 
dnce
 will cost 5 0 cents for Entertainers
 a Include Bar-
, couples and 3.5 cents for stage. 
 ohns n, i r: the Gor-
don Brod hem singers who ac- I 
rompany themselves on guitars: 
the Kay Levvis line ef dancers: 
Ronnie and Patti, ham! Ilalant  
Ing net: Rabbi Dimilo, singer 
pond a special baton twirling fea-
ture. 
airing the evening Coach Bob 
Bronzan and the State football 
ream will he introduced. Bronzan 
is  to give talk on tomorrow’s 
S a m e Centennial Queen Anna 
Beal also will make an appearance 
during
 the rally. 
The bonfire will be. the climax 
of the evening’s activities. 
r  
Blasts Gov. Knight 
SACRAMENT() tCP) -- Los 
Angeles Attorney A. Ronald But-
ton stepped into the State Trees-
urer’s office today in the wake of 
charges by retiring treasurer 
Charles W. Johnson that Gov. 
Goodwin J. Knight it "power 
mad." 
Johnson. quitting after 34 years 
as treasurer because of 
health," said he was leaving office 
"as clean as a whistle." 
1.-4ƒGrgamog.m., 1111111111111.1 
Spathineliti 
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A Special Year for Homecoming 
We are especially happy to welcome back our alumni durinc 
this our Centennial Year. Our Centennial slogan, Pioneers for 10( 
Years, takes on added meaning during the Homecoming celebration 
You, the Alumni, have played an important role in the develop 
ment of San Jose State’s pioneering spirit. We are proud to share tha 
spirit with you. 
This, the Centennial Year, also marks 100 years of progress fo. 
SJS. The present construction and recently completed buildings stern 
as a monumert to you, the SJS graduate. 
For many years
 the institution’s only function was the traininr 
of teachers, and there is scarcely a community in the state that ha 
not employed in its school system, at one time or another, a graduatr 
of this col.ege. It has become known nationally as a foremost teacher 
training institution. 
In response to the demands of the community however, and it 
accordance with state laws, the college offering has been expandec 
until today the institution conducts a wide variety of courses and 
many occupational curricula in more than 30 departments. 
This expansion is another tribute to you, our Alumni. 
European Uprisings Overshadowed 
One of the saddest commentaries on the Mideast conflict is 
that it has completely overshadowed the uprisings in Communist. 
dominated Hungary and Poland. The latter presented an opportunity 
the free world has been awaiting for years. Now it is slipping away. 
The free nations had the opportunity to go before the United 
Nations and demand that Russia be censored for her use of armed 
force in trying to derail the freedom-bound plans of the Hungarians 
and Poles. 
In the eyes of the world, Russia would have been disgraced. 
Apparently, though, the lack of a United Nations censure hasn’t 
altered the effect of the revolts. Russian troops are withdrawing from 
Hungary. but they are managing the shift ever so quietly. 
By the time the hubbub ends in +he Mideasi, the Russians prob-
ably will be in the clear.’ Then if the Big Three powers, Britain, 
France and the United States, at’empt to ask the General Assembly 
to censor the Scyiets, they wiil be rebuked in kind. 
The Russians will say, "Before you censor us for our interference 
in other
 countries’ internal affairs, consider first the actions of the 
British and French. Didn’t the) interfere in Egypt? Didn’t the United 
States, even, join with us in ccindemning that act?" Thus will be their 
reply. 
It would have mean,’ so much if Russ; s were to have been con-
demned. Thos.; rations the+ today are leaning toward Communism 
would have made in abrupt about face. They may, even yet. 
It would be wrong to assert that ihe revolts, the one in Hungary 
in particular, were uns.iccessful. Quite the contrary is true. 
The Hunga-ians esp-cially, have nreved tiiat all the weapons 
and strength available were not enouuh to :rush their hunger for 
freedom. 
Their courage shouldn’t be allowed to pass unnoticed. It is cer-
tain
 that the Russians will never forget it. 
ENGINEERS! 
If yogerent to GROW 
With the nation’s 
Fastest-growing City   
Get the full story now 
Entry salary range. $464$608  
From there you go ahead 
On your own abilities 
Getting promotions 
Thru coMpetitive examinations. 
There are many extra advantages 
In a career helping to build 
The CITY OF THE FUTURE. 
A greater LOS ANGELES. 
Discuss oee of the brightest 
Engineering careers 
Offered anywherewith  
Alfred tiff, Senior Civil Engineer, 
City of Los Angeles. who will be 
On
 venous Friday. November 9. 
1956. 
Get de’s ".e. 
Pleceme-   
City of Los Angeles 
Recruitmeni Division 
Room 5, City Hall 
Los Angeles
 12 
Creek Parties Set 
HARD AT WoRKEntering  a float
 In the Homecoming Parade 
require.% more than just signing an entry form, as the above students 
illustrate. !Store than a seek of extensive construction sork is 
necessary before the floats are put In final form and ready to be 
shown to the public. Photo  by Cohan 
.11111111181/91w  
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
 by Dick Bibler 
Coffee Consumption Spirals Upwarctat Sparta 
As Float Makers Calm Down Frayed Nerves 
As expected, the kiddies gasp, 
th,  elderly ladies comment, and 
the businesmen gripe. And what 
of our dauntless float-builders? 
They’re lam, sleeping rIglit 
through the parade! 
By LEIGH WEINERS 
The reason for the sudden up-
sinye in coffee consumption at 
San Jose State is readily apparent 
to those people who have been 
building floats for the Home-
coming Parade. ’Coffee is, to them. 
a necesity. It soothes nerves. 
jangled
 from lack of sleep. It 
stimulates tired bodies. It keeps 
them awake between
 classes. 
To the majority of people, 
hoseser,
 a float Is just a float. 
They pop up miraculously
 at 
parades. Tiny children say "Oote" 
and "Aah". Syteet o I d 
ladies remark.
 "My, isn’t that 
quaint."
 And businessmen
 
hope 
they sill pass by quickly, ’seising 
the way for ))))) re majorettes.
 
But, there
 is mole to float-
building than meets the e y e. 
Thusly, the
 SPARTAN DAILY, in 
true crusading form presents the 
behind-the-scenes
 story of the 
big float escapade. 
WHO THOUGHT OF IT?
 
"Once upon a time  to plag-
iarize Mother Goose)
 some poor 
soul
 came on  the idea of having 
floats in parades. Since that time. 
his name has been referred to 
rather irreverently by countless 
float-builders,
 
, Since most MI rade% hate
 a 
central theme, the float   
conform to lease any chance of 
being is "sinner." This is not 
ulnas*, t ii,. eayieyt thing to do. 
Some theniet"100  Years of 
Successful
 Stump-Blasting," for 
exampleare  rather hard to fol-
low. 
Being a hardy’ group, however, 
the Do-It-Yourself float-construc-
tion people come
 through with a 
general
 plan. 
Then, applying
 this plan to some 
means of transportation, such as 
a truck, trailer. or ox-cart, they 
are ready to begin the actual 
construction. 
OUCH! 
Smashing more fingers
 than 
nails, they build up a general 
framework of two-by-fours, blood, 
sweat and tears. In its early 
stages, the framework resembles
 
an oil-field constructed by Mon-
golian idiots. 
Next to come to the fore are the 
sculptors who fit chicken-wire 
over the forms, trying to make 
them look like something. Any-
thing! IForming chicken-wire is 
not recommended for people with 
ulcers or weak hearts. It has a 
tendency to snap back into rolls. 
trapping hapless workmen with-
in.) 
And t he n, the finishing 
touches. Square’s of crepe paper 
are stuffed, one square at a 
time, into the holes In the 
chicken-sire. ’this sounds easy, 
but has been knosn to result in 
all sorts of neuroses and pay-
, hose’s 
oh joy! The great moment is 
at hand. The float trundles oil 
down the street. The parade is on 
Welcome Home 
ALUMS 
Best Wishes 
For A Homecoming 
WeeLend Of Joy From 
Indiana Antiques 
398 S. 4th St. 
SPARTAN BOOSTER 
TOUR TO HAWAII 
NOV. 29th via UNITED AIRLINES 
(same flight as the team!) 
Tour Leader: FRANK BUMB, SJSC ’41 
DAYS WITH COMPLETE TOUR $389 inc tam 
AIR TICKET only; $250.00 Round Trip 
  Call for Free Folder   
DALE JOHNSON TRAVEL SERVICE 
Bank of America Building CY 2 9312 
ANNIVERSARY EVENT 
Jr& FREE 
TOPCOAT 
By ELEANOR TOG NOLI 
Many Homecoming festivit 
are planned this weekend by eiez  
pus organizations. Some of t  
activities are open houses an,i 
Others are private, open only I 
Tr, others of the
 
sponsoring organ-
’ iZb ’JOS. 
Some of the groups and Ili. 
functions are: 
ALPHA OMICRON PI 
Big doings are planned by the 
A 0 Pi’s Saturday night after 
the game. An open h site will be 
held with a combo from Theta 
Chi featured. The function is in 
honor of alumnae, and parents and 
guests are welcome. Refreshments 
will be served after the game un-
til midnight. 
Corinne Borello heads the open 
house committee which includes 
Dianne liarlou, invitations; Nancy 
Goodrich. refreshments and Elma 
Van Fossen, clean-up. 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
A buffet dinner for alumni, 
brothers ar.d their dabs will be 
held at th chapter house tomor-
row ix-lore the game, Following it. 
a party is scheduled at Club Alma-
den. 
DELTA UPSILON 
Following the football game, 
members and their dates will hold 
a party at the Fun Farm in San 
Jose. Alumni will be entertained 
at the chapter house from 2-5 p.m. 
KAPPA ALPHA 
The Kappa Alpha’s will host 
’AND  WIEN iT FAL Osi THE PAPER rr STAMPS A E31G
 ge011:4 
their alumni for lunch before the I at the chapter house will pre-
Homecoming parade and the 
alumni will in the KA’s again 
for a party following the game. 
Arrangements for the alumni. 
active day have been handled by 
Don Becker and Ed Vane. The 
two groups will watch the parade 
together and attempt to sit as a 
group at the game. 
KAPPA TAU 
K. T.’s are planning an open 
house for members, alumni, and 
guests tomorrow after the game. 
George Sorum is in charge of the 
party. 
PHI SIGMA KAPPA 
Members of the fraternity are 
planning to entertain the alumni 
with a buffet dinner
 liefore the 
game tomorrow afternoon. 
StGMA CHI 
A party for Sigma Chi alumni 
cede the football game. 
SIGMA PI 
A party for alumni and mem-
bers is scheduled following the 
football game at the chapter 
house. George Nate and Jim Free-
man, alumni, are in charm-- or 
activities for their group. 
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College Scholarships 
Replace Christmas Gifts 
LAWRENCE, Kan.   (HP)   
The firms of Stoops and Wilson ; 
Brokerage Company, Inc., Kansas 
City; Kan., and the I.. E. Whitlock 
Truck Set, ice Com pa n y, Inc., 
Stafford. Kan., have established 
two Christmas gift scholarships of 
!Ft Oon each over a four-year period 
niversity  of Kansa. 
Ali", 
.     
WITH THE 
PURCHASE OF 
ANY SUIT 
FROM $49.50 
OPEN A STUDENT 
CHARGE ACCOUNT 
FREE ALTERATIONS 
OPEN MON. & THURS. ’TIL 9 
  
  .....  
  ......  
II oich (It 
l  
Welcome Back Grads! 
For Your Eyes’ 
Have you noticed San Jose Growing? 
Yes, San Jose is growing and were proud to have 
helped with the development of oer schools and the 
develeorrent of our city. 
CASCAKE METALS 
CORPORATION 
  . Americans go blind
 each year. 
  40% of these blindness cases could be prevented with proper 
care. 
  Have your eyes examined regularly. 
  When and if you ever need glasses make
 ure  you get the 
very, very best. 
These facts and figures make you stop and think 
don’t they? We sinceiely bee we can provide 
the care for your precious eyes. 
D 
E K 
  Williarr P. Robertson 
  Victor
 Erickson 
  Lloyd A. Robeck 
  Albert F. Van Diest 
595 EMORY STREET  CT 44313 
DR. CHENNELL
 
URGE YOU TO VOTE 
OPTOMETRIST
 
264 S 2nd CT 5-2747 
"Glasses Gladly Adjusted" 
Progress   Prosperity   Peace
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Just Like House 
Of Rally Group
 
When the last ember of to-
night’s Homecoming bonfire dies I 
out, members of the San Jose I 
State Rally Commitee
 will heave I 
a collective sigh of relief, for one 
of their biggest jobs of the sem-
esterthe  Homecoming rally
will have been completed. They 
won’t have too much
 time for 
A.laxation,
 however, for almost 
immediately they will
 begin work-
ing on an exchange rally for Col-
lege of Pacific. 
The pattern of flniahing one 
Job and I diats  ly beginning 
another is not new to the Rally 
Committee. In fact, It is mere 
routine to ’them by now; even 
before the semester actually
 
started t he committee was 
planning the opening rally of 
the season. 
The Rally Committee, with ap-
proximately 400 active members, 
is the largest student organization 
on campus, according to Gary 
Waller, chairman of the group. 
The committee meets every Wed-
nesday night in Morris Dailey 
Auditorium to plan their coming 
activities. 
THREE HOME RLIES 
This seatester the group will 
have held three home rallies and 
three
 exchange rallies. In the ex-
SPARTAN DAILY Page 3 
wives, Work 
is Never Done 
Aange rally system. the commit-
tee selects a program of perfor-
mers and skits that will appear 
at the opposition school. In re- I 
turn, the other school brings 
their talent to our campus. This 
semester we will hold exchange 
rallies with COP, Fresno State 
and Cal Poly. 
HIGH SCHOOL CONVENTION 
During the Spring semester the 
organization plays host to the an-
nual High School Rally Conven-
tion. Approximately 40 high 
schools throughout this area at-
tend the convention, which will 
be held for the fifth year this 
Spring. 
The committee plays host to 
visiting boxing and basketball 
teams and sponsors the Ugly 
Man Contest in the Spring. Also 
It is this committee that has the 
responsibility of selecting the 
song girls and yell leaders. 
The committee has been allot-
ted $2500 of the Student Body 
budget funds to use for their 
activities this year. The commit-
tee feels that tonight’s rally will 
be a good example of the type of 
work they do. Why not view the 
rally and then give the group 
your ideas and suggestion? After 
all, they’re working for you. 
Paul"ci 
CREDIT JEWELER 
72 South First Street CYpress 7-0920 
-San Jose’s Leading Diamond Store for Sweethearts" 
ELGIN’S ALL-AMERICAN 
Spartan 
and 
Spartanette 
Wristwatches 
Done in 
SJS 
School 
Colors 
Ideal
 
Lay-Away 
for 
Christmas 
EXCLUSIVE!! SCOOP!! 
Paul s brings you for the first time a watch done in 
San Jose State’s school colors. These beautiful 17- 
jeweled Dura Power mairepring Elgins are encircled 
in alternating gold and white enamel inlay bezel   
our school colors   perfect for every Spartan and 
Spartanette   yours for only $49.75 with easy terms. 
Credit? Gladly! Open an account with us. 
72 SOUTH FIRST STREET 
"D" FOR DRAKEFor  many Spartan rooters this is the first 
chance they has, had to actually slew the end result of the sae 
Jose Card atom aection. The card at  performed on the attdent  
side of the field, are not sialble ft  that area. Shown abuse is 
the large "D" that was formed by the card section to honor the 
visiting Drake University team. Photo  Bs Clendenen 
Card Stunt Organization 
Spends Hours Planning 
By DICK 
Would you like a job that calls 
for organizing more than 2000 
students into a precision group 
of performers? How about a job 
that requires approximately 15 
hours of planning and seven mM-
utes of actual performance for 
each presentation. If this type of 
activity appeals to you, then the 
job you want is that of chairman 
of the card stunt commitee of the 
Rally Committee. 
Presently holding clown thls 
time-consuming job is Jim Cur-
nutt, who is responsible for the 
half-time card stunts at all 
home games and some away 
games. 
Curnutt has a committee of 60 
members that work with him on 
suggesting ideas for stunts, design-
ing them, sorting the cards used in 
the stunts and stamping the cards 
with directions. 
ACCOMODATIONS INCREASED 
In past games, the rooting sec-
tion at Spartan Stadium has been 
composed’ of 970 students, all of 
whom took part in the card stunts. 
Starting with the Homecoming 
game, however, the section will 
be increased to accommodate 2080 
students. The area will be 40 rows 
high and 52 seats wide. 
Curnutt explained that this
 In-
crease in site will allow the com-
mittee to plan larger and more 
colorful stunts. Also, he ’said, 
the stunt .. will he more legible 
to the spectators across the 
field. 
The card stunt committee has 
eight colors available to them for 
use in the various stunts. The 
cards used in the stunts are 
double-purposed, with one side one 
color and the other a different 
color, The committee makes use of 
yellow, black, brown. blue, orange, 
white, red and green. 
tIARD TIME COLLECTING 
At some colleges the committee 
in charge of the stunts has trouble 
collecting the cards after the half-
time’ show. Some students seem 
to like to throw them. At SJS. 
Curnutt said, the students have 
been cooperating with the corn-
mittee and nearly
 all cards have 
been returned. 
Student  hotly funds pay for 
Psi Clii Forms 
Due Today 
Applications forms for all pros-
pective members of Psi Chi,
 hon-
orary psychology group, are avail-
able in the psychology office and 
must be returned by today, Pub-
licity Chairman Don Staight 
warned today. 
All candidates must have com-
pleted eight semester hours of 
psychology, or six hours and he 
registered in two semester hours. 
The prosepective members must 
be either
 psychology majors or 
minors and hav,z a psychology 
grade point average of 3.0. The 
overall grade point average must 
be at least 2.0, Sleight said. 
PLANNING A THIP TO HAWAII? 
Make yours an unforgetable travel adventure on the 
Maiden Voyage of the S. S. Matsonia 
Leaving June 25, 1957 
Merritt Greene 
24 E. San Fernando 
You, too, can be a part of all the enthusiasm and 
excitement of this beautiful ship’s
 
Maiden voyage.
 
Be aboard as she sails the blue Pacific in the splen-
dor of a newly coronated Queen .. . see the gala 
Hawaiian greeting of the South Seas youngest 
majesty. 
Start your Summer Session planning NOW. It’s 
not too early, but it may soon be too late. Space 
is limited. From $165, one way. 
Travel Advisors 
Howard Nelsibe 
CYpress 7.2121 
the cards," said Curnutt, "so 
when atudenta destroy them we 
have to buy more. The students 
are saving thetoseis ON money 
when they return the cards." 
Tomorrow’s stunts will open 
with a tribute to Homecoming 
Queen Anna Beal. The University 
of Denver and the returning SAS 
alumni will  be welcomed to the 
game via card stunts. The night’s 
card section activity will close 
with a special salute to San Jose 
State’s Centennial observances. 
    .. . 
    4.111,4, 
Serious Parade Commemorates 
Centennial Homecoming Tonight 
’A Century of Spartan Sports-
-- Units in the 1956 Homecoming 
parade to ’l’oll tomorrow after-
noon will be based on this Cen-
tennial theme. 
Seliousness, in contrat to the 
humorous vein of last year’s floats, 
will be the rule, with decorations 
depicting such things as the var-
Mus sports, the queen’s crown anti 
SJS’s tower. 
HUGE CROWD EXPECTED
 
Although the largest crowd ever 
is expected to view the parade, its 
length will not compare with years 
past, according to Jim Curnutt, 
parade chairman. Fraternities and 
sororities have worked together 
to cut expenses and the number 
of floats. 
Seventeen .flot  s, several 
marching units, marching band. 
and decorated cars, starting at 
5:15 p.m.,
 Will parade down S. 
1st street from St. John to E. 
Williams street. 
The reviewing stand will be 
located in front of Payless Drug 
Store, 213 S. 1st. It will seat 
judges, dignitaries from the col-
lege administration and faculty, 
representatives of the Downtown 
Merchants and Alumni Associ-
ations and city officials. 
THREE TO JUDGE 
T4ie judges, two men and one
 
woman, will represent the city’s 
business firms. They will base 
their appraisal of participants on 
originality, either-1.nm to theme 
and workmanship, and will award 
76-100 points f o r outstanding 
work; 51-75 for good; 26-50 for 
average: and 0-25 for fair. 
Three divisions will be judged 
independent Kreek 
floata and general participants. 
Flrat, aeeond and third place 
trophie, will he In both 
mil Malabo.... and   trophy 
to the best ent,r) not connected 
with SJS. 
Jerry McCarthy, Homecoming 
chairman, will announce winners 
and present the trophies during 
halftime actiLities at the SJS-Den-
ver game this evening. 
LISTS ENTRANTS 
Float entrants
 in the parade are 
Delta Gamma and Kappa Tau. 
Alpha Chi Omega and Sigma Chi, 
Gamma Phi Beta and Delta Sigma 
lilt ’.:iptsl is-Ita and SitTrna f’ƒ; 
Alph t l’hi and F’i Kappa Alpha. 
kappa Kappa Gamma and Theta 
Chi: Delta Zeta anti Sigma Mph.. 
rpsilon, 
Kappa Alpha Theta and 
Alpha
 Tau Omega; Phi Mu and 
Lambda Chi Alpha; Alpha 
Otnicron PI and Theta Xi: 
Sigma Kappa and Della Up-
silon; Chi Omega and Phi Sigma 
kappa; sigma Nu and kappa 
Alpha; Newman Club. Alpha Phi 
Omega; Independent Housing 
email and the Ilawaiisn Club. 
..11m rurnott, senior advertising 
major reports that approximately 
30 persons have been working 
actively on all aspects of the 
parade since the semester began. 
Curnutt was appointed parade 
chairman at the beginning of the 
spring semester last year. 
SAN JOSE’S POPULAR 
DOWNTOWN HOTEL.  
for   COMFORT 
  CONVENIENCE 
  FRIENDLY SERVICE 
  MODERATE RATES 
slut F110041 is 10 1,11 51016l1 SA 10 ti D01111 
Afttctiv  Pirr  NAO. 
Fill OVIRNIGHT PARKING 
Ralph G CaId.IJ. ManaKor 
Cfpress Y4u.1 
P1110,,f 
’   
I VISION at, I !LI ’ 
’t if ’ SI,OP ’OLIN, 
MONTGOMERY HOTEL 
WELCOME ALUMS 
Koltro 601,411 adviF;es 
Dorit 
out-gum I 
the tit 
-w-eathor..1  
out  
it! 
Cold and wet today - or 
just wet? The Alligator 
Coat is the well-dresSed 
answer to both. It is a 
coat that will give you 
that debonaire "weather 
no longer bothers me " 
attitude. The 50% Dacron 
makes it water repellent, 
wrinkle resistant, and 
quick drying! The 50 
Wool gives warmth and 
good looks. 40.75  
I became climatized at Kirtry 044" 
FIRST AND SANTA CIARA---- 
LIATRONIZE YOUR-1 c
 
J \ ’s meet UC Ramblers  ADVERTISERS   
f.f4i, Age colr 
fPf4M 
Monthly 
Playing Cards 
ONLY . . . 
5.00 
WITH ASS CARD 
DA Escape Sat., Su., 
n,c1 Holidys  
Hillview Golf 
Course 
TWAY ROAD SAN JOSE 
Still seeking its first victory of 
the season. the San Jose State 
Junior Varsity team meets the 
University of California Ramblers 
at Berkeley tomorrow. 
The game will be played at 
11 a.m. as a preliminary to the 
televised California-University of 
Oregon contest. 
The JV’s will field a strong 
team with the aid of ten members 
added from the varsity for the 
game. 
UNIQUE PLAY SYSTEM 
Coach Bill Walsh, pleased with 
the team’s performance against 
Alameda Naval Air Station last 
week, will use the same unique 
system of play calling he employ-
ed last week. 
Quarterback Joe Bondi will 
caro Of single wing plays 
=-= 
in Outstanding Offer 
FOR THIS HOMECOMING 
WEEKEND 
at 
Gene’s Rendezvous 
A COMPLETE 
SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER 
1.75 
including: 
Soup   Salad - Baked Potato 
Strawberry Shortcake 
Choice of Drink 
(coffee, tea or large glass of milk) 
1595 SO. FIRST STREET 
See You There 
CT 3-9821 
FOR HOMECOMING 
The cpirit 36 
IS YOURS IN A 
MOSHER’S 
SPORT OUTFIT 
ALL WOOL 
SPORT COATS 
From 
$32 95 
SLIM-LINED, 
TAPERED,
 
BUCKLE-BACKED 
SLACKS 
From 
$16.95 
Authentic
 EASTERN STYLING 
OF IVY LEAGUE IS THE 
COLLEGE LOOK OF ’56 
Mosher’s
 for men 
*We will clo:e af 3:30 Saturday for Homecoming 
in his belt timing the game. The 
plays
 
will be shown to the team 
in the huddle. 
The single wing will be used to 
supplement standard T-4ormation 
plays. 
Walsh will sit in the press box 
snd call plays to tw used to the 
bench by telephone The plays will 
be relayed to Bondi with Aisle 
numbered cards. 
STARTING LINEUP 
Startittg lineup
 for the San Jose 
team will be Jim Nystrom and 
Dale Jones at ends. Ray Emert 
and Bob Rose at tackles. Claude 
Brock and Dick Olive at tackles 
and Don De Tata, center. 
.141101t1Fft  
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The backfield will be Bondi at 
quarterback. Al Conley and John 
Webb at halfbacks and Dick Ger-
aka; at fullback. 
The California team will field 
a team that has won two of five 
games. The Ramblers defeated 
Alameda and Treasure Island and 
tied the Stanford Braves. 
They have lost to the undefeat-
ed Cal Aggies and powerful Fort 
Ord. 
Top runner for the Ramblers 
will be Hank Olguin, former Lin-
coln of San Jose and San Jose 
Junior College star. 
The Ramblers edged the San 
Jose State JV’s 33-26 in a Spar-
tan Stadium thriller last year. 
Theta Chi Scores 24-13 Win 
Theta Chi scored an impressive 
24-13 win over Theta X1 in an 
Intramural football game yester-
day at Willow Street Park. 
Theta Chi rolled up a 24-0 
halftime score as John Lucas was 
again the winners offensive star. 
- 
WALL-STREETER’S 
e gee et 
THE BIG SHOE ON 
EVERY CAMPUS 
NOT THIS YEARSan  Jose State’s Spartans will 
be out to do better in this year’s Homecoming 
game Saturday night than they did against College 
of the Pacific in the 1955 Homecoming when the 
Spartans bowed, 14-7 (see above). This will be the 
first meeting between SJS and Denver with the 
Pioneers installed as six-point favorites. San Jose 
will travel to Stockton to meet COP next week in 
the traditional "Battle of the Bell." 
San Jose Soccermen Meet 
Tough San Francisco Dons 
Working on a string of two 
games without defeat, the San 
Jose State soccermen face their 
stiffest competition of the season 
when they meet the University of 
San Francisco kickhallers at Spar 
tan Field tomorrow. Game time 
Is 10 a.m. 
The Dons, with two All Ameri-
can candidates in the lineup. are 
undefeated in the last four years 
of soccer play. 
On the hopeful side, the Dons 
have been tied by San Francisco 
State: the same squad the Spar-
tans tied a week ago. 
T.’SF has the top ’,corer in the 
conference in Joe Njoku-obi. The 
South Aferican lad is being boom-
South African lad is being boom-
strength of a 23 goal scoring 
record during the 1955 campaign. 
Student Admission 
Students will be admitted to 
the Homecoming game tomor-
row night against the Unhersity 
of Denser by presentation of 
student body card at the gate. 
Ticket a for the College of the 
Pacific game In Stockton next 
Saturday are available in the 
Graduate Manager’s office. 
Daily Fall Follies 
Orlando O’Connor Hushaw Recker Pentger 
(38-12-3) (30-20-3) (32-18-3) (30-20-3) (guest) 
S.IS-Demer
 
Stan-UCLA 
OS-Wash 
COP-Tulsa 
Navy-ND
 
Pitt-Minn 
Penn S-Syr 
Ga T-Duke 
Ga-Alabama 
Mich-Iowa 
SJS 
Stan 
Ore St 
COP 
ND 
Minn
 
Syr 
Ga Tech 
Ga 
Mich 
SJS 
UCLA 
Ore St 
COP 
ND 
Minn
 
Penn St 
Ga Tech 
Alabama 
Mich 
SJS 
Stan
 
Ore St 
Tulsa 
ND 
Minn
 
Penn St 
Ga Tech 
Ga 
Mich 
SJS SJS 
Stan Stan 
Ore St Or  St 
COP COP 
Navy ND 
Minn Minn 
Syr Penn St 
Ga Tech Ga Tech 
Ga Ga 
Iow4 Mich 
Drive in 
for a - 
check-up 
10 POINT 
 RAKE CHECKUP 
  
hernov  Front Wheels 
  Check Minter Cylinder 
  Inspect Hydiaulic Lines 
  Adjust Wheel Bearings 
  Pressur  Test System 
  Slow Oul Dirt 
  Inspect Lining end Drums 
  Adjust Servic  
  Aojust Pedal Cleranc  
  Give itei Road test 
CAN AVERT 
A SMASH-UP 
BRAKES ADJUSTED 
$1" AND TESTED . . . 
BRkii L Effiins 
c)MmeLdo
 
510 SO. FIRST ST. 
WE GIVE 
YOU AN 
F’EN BRAKE 
CY 2-7864 
r , Vain 
, PAL  
MIS SHOES MR WS 
For campus and casual wear, this 
genuine buck blucher is the top 
favorite of young men everywhere. 
Red gum rubber soles, of course, 
that just never wear out 
Bort Herald’s Stores 
Members of Spar-Ten 
Oyster Buck 
$13.95 
Zenith and RCA 
Layaway for Christmas at 
RCA Victor Portable High Fidelity 
Tape Recorder $199.95
 
Be your
 own recording engineer! Record 
and reproduce all music, drama, histori-
cal speeches ---- anything that strikes 
your fancy. And all of it with the magic 
touch of RCA Victor High Fidelity: 
New Zenith 4-Speed 
Record Player, $29.95 
First time ever Zenith quality at this 
low price! Plays at all four speeds. in-
cluding the new "talking book" speed. 
Alnico 5 front mounted
 speaker for 
fuller, richer tone. Uses AC only. 
Up To A Year To Pay! 
NO MONEY DOWN 
New Zenith 
AC-DC Portable
 
Radio-Phonograph 
Sensational Tone 
  and Only $99.95 
The new 1957 Serenade model -- sensa-
tion of the industry! Carry the richest 
tone in portable radio-phonograph 
wherever you go. Famed Zenith long 
distance AM radio. AU disc sizes and 
speeds. 
91 SO. FIR ST STREET
 
OPEN MON. AND THURS. UNTIL 9 P.M. 
  
eweterJ 
v.-re wrie-wo. 
 
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  -  se   - AlAce, 64.4 ’ 
AUSTIN LARAMIE HERB HOVER 
Friday, Novembor 2, I9S6 
JIM llt 4.1IES JIM M OORE 
!Past Records Indicate 
SJS Victory Over Denver 
MARV MeKEAN ART POWELL 
Ze 
Vice 
Serves You 
LUNCHES 
O485 cenli 
ALSO 
.-.L !((1(1  
SiArcircieite.1 
BEEF   HAM   STEAK 
41 W. SAN ANTONIO 
Frosh, COP
 Meet 
In Season Finale 
By JIM HUSHAW 
Freshman football coach Max 
Coley will "throw.’ an all-out 
’ effort against
 the College of Pa-
’ cific Kittens at 2 o’clock this 
lafternoon at Spartan
 Stadium in 
an attempt to score the Sparta-
’ babes’ first win of the season.
 
Coley will pin the victory 
1 hopes on the arms of Mike 
Jones and Boger Weiland, his 
two outstand:ng passing quar-
terbacks, who combined to sot 
a new Frost’ record In the first 
game of the season when they 
attempted 47 passes. 
In the same contest, a 12-6 loss 
to San Jose Junior College, an-
°them  Spartan Frosh record was 
broken when end Joe LaBeau re-
ceived 11 passes from the air. 
The Spartababes dropped a 34- 
13 contest to, a strong East Contra 
Costa Junior College team in their 
last outing. The Spartans showed 
a strong running game in backs 
Ray Norton and Bill McCluskey. 
COP is unbeaten. having scored 
a 13-13 win over the Chico State 
jayvees and a 13-6 win over the 
Fresno State jayvee team. Both 
were considered worthy opponents 
for the Kittens. 
Heading the Kitten attack are 
Norman Bass and Wayne Thush. 
Bass is the brother of COP var-
sity star Dick Bass. and Thush 
was an All-City selection at end 
for Lincoln of San Jose last year. 
Ed Schwartz is another San Jose-
an who is in the starting lineup 
for the Kittens. 
Your Old Clothes 
Look New Again 
The dry cleaning habit 
keeps your wardrobe 
looking better, longer. 
Short Garments  5e 
Long Garments  19c 
Blankets 59c 
Spartan Cleaners 
and Laundry 
5fh and Son Salvador 
Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-6 00 
Saturday 8:00   500 
Jones is a much better passer 
than Welland, hut the latter is 
a more aggressive ballplayer 
and runs the team well. Coley 
will open with Jones. but will 
use Weiland to a great extent. 
Dave Mathis will open left end 
and Bob Cooper at right flanker 
for the Spartababes. Herb Yama-
saki and Dave Grabast start at 
guards, Nick Nicholas and Chuck 
Ennis at tackles and Norton or 
McCluskey at left half. Jake Av-
ery will start at right half. The 
center and fullback starters have 
not been named. but Coley has 
toyed with the idea of using Mc-
Closkey in the fullback slot. 
I
 
Weekend Sports 
I Schedule 
FRIDAY 
Freshman football vs. College
 of 
the Pacific, Spartan Stadium, 2 
p.m. 
Varsity water polo vs. Olympic 
Club, Spartan Pool, 8 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
Varsity soccer vs. University of 
San Francisco, Spartan Field, 10 
a.m. 
Junior Varsity football vs. Uni-
versity of California Ramblers. 
Memorial Stadium, Berkeley. 
10:45 a.m. 
Varsity cross-country vs. Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley.
 12 
noon. 
Varsity football (Homecoming) 
vs. Denver University, Spartan 
Stadium, 8:30 p.m. 
PAT HIRAM 
SJS Harriers 
Seek Victory 
At Berkeley
 
Mike R y a n, San Jose State 
cross-country coach, will split his 
squad tomorrow as the Spartans 
enter two meets. Ryan will keep 
his top 11 men together
 for the 
California meet which starts at 
12 noon on the Cal course. 
The Spartan reserves will 
meet the Stanford JayVee team 
and several small colleges in 
the Bay Area on the Indian 
Course at the same time. 
Ryan will accompany the team 
to Berkeley for the meet.
 Wes 
Bond and Fred Green, who missed 
last week’s contest against Fresno 
Stat e, will be running for the 
Spartans. 
Making up the top 11 men will 
be Bond, Green, L. D. Bennett, 
Bob Rush, Ron Gross, John Nel-
son, Canon Saldivar, Bob Tafoya, 
Larry Swenson. Mike Yeager and 
Jerry Des Roches. 
Saidivar.
 who finished as the 
top QS man against Fresno) last 
week. Is expected to Join Green 
and Bond In an effort to top 
the Ream Last year the Spar-
tans defeated the Bears in a 
Norther
 n California College 
Championship meet. 
By DON BECKFit 
If past ITImecoming game rec-
orets are any indication, the odds 
are 4-1 in favor of San Jose qiip-
ping Denver Saturday night. 
Since the advent of Homecom-
ing in 1948, the Spartans have 
lost only two contests. Last year 
College of Pacific outstruggled 
SJS, 14-7, in a tilt highlighted by 
rugged line play. In 1949, the 
Tigers mared past the Spartans 
in an a f fair that resembled a 
track meet. The Stockton boys 
scored on the first play of the 
game and waltzed in, 45-7. 
FIRST HOMECOMING GAME 
In San Jose’s first Homecoming 
game, SJS was an easy victor 
over St. Mary’s, 40-13. The Home-
coming idea first hit the campus 
at the tail end of the 1947 grid 
campaign. The Rally Committee 
got together and thrashed out a 
plan to alleviate the lack-of-activ-
ities situation that typified Spar-
ta’s football picture year after 
year. 
Quarterback Benny Pierce 
tossed a pass to end Mery Lopes 
good for 51 yards to give the 
Spartans their only score of the 
1953 Homecoming game against 
COP. The Tigers scored one 
touchdown but Tom Louderback 
crashed through the Tiger line 
and blocked the PAT attempt and 
San Jose was a squeaky, 7-6. 
winner. 
Ws BEATS INDIA:: I 
Of course, the greatest Home-
coming game was the Stanford 
fracas of 1954 even though the 
Spartans had to journey to Palo 
Alto to play the game. It was the 
only time the Indians have ever 
been beaten by San Jose. Refer-
ring to the 19-14 upset. the SPAR-
TAN DAILY bannered the head, 
"Stanford Win Sweetest of Any 
Year." No one then, nor since, 
has disputed this. 
While an Jose is an underdog 
tomorrow night, the fact that the 
Spartans have come up with their 
two biggest upsets while playing 
Homecoming games, must be con-,  
sidered. 
Allied’s 
Hi Fi Shop
 
DIVISION OF ALLIED RADIO & TV 
in Hi Fi 
S. J. ’Spartan’ Band 
plus the latest in Hi Fi releases 
. Wired For Sound . .   Basses
 Loaded 
. Harry Belafonte . . . Fabulous Eddie 
. . . Music For Expectant Mothers 
Hours 9-9 thru Thurs; 9-6 Fri.
 & Sat. 
79 SOUTH THIRD NEAR SAN FERNANDO 
ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
Say,Fellows,HowlsYourWardrobe? 
r;me to plan a ermlact. ƒƒ  
.  and economical Fall we, 
i  If you Ill  good 
.). clothes for classroom and 
  s  us coma to J. S. 
5,     II find everything vow need 
nt friendly store.
 
LOSE WEIGHT 
Guaranteed Results in 30 Days 
REDUCE 
YOUR 
WAIST 
Welcome Home Alums! 
REDUCE 
YOUR 
THIGHS 
REDUCE 
YOUR 
HIPS 
Varsity-Town 
Sport Coats 
; ntly  patterned 
r,chle toned tweed  
modeled in the wilt/est American manner sr it Is 
naliwal shoulders. sl i m hoe’ straight as arrow 
BUST DEVELOPMENT 39 50 5 45.00 
Personal Instruction
 Only 
In
 The Newest and Finest Gym in San Jose 
Stop in and 
Visit Our 
NEW 
STORE . . . 
San Jose Health Club 
Rough Rider 
Slacks 
PERSONAL IMPROVEMENT FOR WOMEN 
413 E. Sousa Clare St CT 7-3251 
ALSO STUDIOS AT 334 14TH ST., OAKLAND 
We have souvenir 
  MUGS 
  ASH TRAYS 
  PENNANTS 
  KEY CHAINS 
  RINGS 
  STUFFED ANIMALS 
  DECALS 
We’ve been proud 
to have
 
been 
a part in the 
growth of San 
Jose State College 
Towne & King 
Sweaters 
P lemc s wool n  be,   appeal.ng now col°,  
creet.uns. Pull, Cive I Ouwon 
styles . 
. . gaucho. r.   
models. 
195 to 15 95 
The most useful arti-
cle in your
 
school
 
wardrobe. Get save’s’
 
pairs I you get cry lit 
for being ff,e b   s t 
dressed man on tr. 
campus. 
IL’S to 22.50 
Pendleton 
Wool Shirts 
Crosby-Sguari, 
Shoes 
Worn
 F. fashlon ^     
cmi Clu n  
I 95 *,  
of soft r.ch wool in   ow,/ Pewlliiton. Eye cat,   1 n 
r o patter.,. 
11.51I fa 13.95 
  IVY LEAGUE SPORT SHIRTS 
  POLISHED
 COTTON SLACKS
 
OPEN THURSDAY
 NIGHTS . . . WE GIVE
 GOLD BOND STAMPS 
The all new 
SPARTAN 
BOOK 
STORE 
Library addition   completed by 0. E. Anderson. 
Class Room and Administration Building under 
construction as a joint venture with 
0. E. Anderson Construction Co. 
E. A. Hathaway Construction Co. 
"The Store That Qualify Built" 
Established
 1881 
tJSWilliams 
227.233 South First Street 
: MINN 
FREE GAS 
5‘ off 
Per Gallon 
You Save 20°0  
Friday, November 2. 19561 Page 6 SPARTAN DAILY
es Status in Cairo Award Deadline one More-Chan-ce fr 
Maas is the deadline to apply 
tor Tau I’velta Phi’s $25 Sehohe.- 
tie Iinprovement Award, Chuck 
Matnard. Tosser- fraternity awards 
chairman warn s. Application 
Hanks are available in the Stu-
, tont Act iv die!. 0111i, Eri.m 11 I 
in nd by S. 10 or 15 gall  
’on, et gas at regular prkes rid 
iit  1 2 or 3 gallons bsolutly  
FREE for isech 5 purcksed  
20°,)  OFF ON ALL OILS 
200" STATION 
4th & William Sts. 
Open at I P.M. 
Dine by candleiight at the 
HOUSE of PIZZA 
I,,,. 1 I. 1:110  out 
395 Almaden Ave, CY 7-9908 
No, the Civic Auditorium 
For Tardy
 Vets 
Korean Vets who failed
 to s’gn 
their attendance forms during the 
regular sign up period have one 
more chance. 
Those failing to sign should 
sign up today in the Korean Vets 
iiffice. Room 122. from 9 a.m. to 
p.m.. according to Mrs. Sue 
Rankin, Korean Vets secretary.
 
Mrs. Rankin said these forms 
must be signed to collect subsis-
tence from
 the Veterans Adminis-
tration by Nov 20. 
 -.PwararivsTerion  
Patronize Your Daily Advertiser,. 
Unknown by Colleague
 
The English Department announced today that a member of 
ifs faculty, Dr. Paul Roberts, professor of English, is presently on a 
fel:owship
 in strife torn Cairo, Egypt. 
Though no word of his possible evacuation from Egypt has been 
received as yet, Robert V. Orem assistant professor of English, re-
ceived a letter yesterday, dated Oct. 25 and mailed Oct. 27. 
"The letter," Orem said, "was only a social and personal one. 
There vs as 110 MC1111011 of the polit-
ical situation."
 ()rem believes Dr. 
Roberts felt he would be unable 
to mention anything concerning 
evacuation or the political situ-
1 ation due to possible censorship. 
At present the United States
 
Sixth Fleet is in the Medit.r-
ranean Sea helping to evacuate 
U.S. citizens from Egypt. Some 
’ Americans have been evacuated 
already but there is no evidence 
, that Dr. Roberts was one of these. 
A noted philologist, Dr. Roberts 
is the author of two books on , 
grammar. "Understanding Gram-
mar." 1954. and "Patterns of Eng-
lish." 1956. During 1 9 5 5 Dr. 
Roberts taught linguistics at the 
gerISERTs University’ of Cairo and intro-
In Cairo 
, 
duced a program for the teaching 
...  
of history of the English languagz, 
in Egyptian secondary schools. 
In 1956 he revel% d an ap-
pointment vi 1(11 t he Egv ptian 
Mininlry of Ednetation, II. has 
held this monition until the 
STUDIO  
A Great Story of 
Adventure and Spectacle 
LAURENCE ANTHONY 
HARVEY STEEL 
"STORM OVER THE 
NILE" 
Welcome 
Alumni and Parents
 
can jo,:se ,Pnn 
"CAROLINA CANNON 
BALL" 
Judy Can, .  
CALIFORNIA 
-BETWEEN 
HEAVEN AND HELL" 
F 0tr  Yva.lnor 
Broderick Comford 
ALSO 
"REBEL IN TOWN" 
Is Here To Se-rye You 
Suites   Single Rooms 
TV   Heated Pool 
DR. PAUL 
1860  THE ALAMEDA 
San Jose, Calif. 
"7:1E PLACE TO STAY IN SAN JOSE" 
TOWNE  
"HOUSE OF RICORDI" 
TECHNICOLOR 
"IL TRAVATORE" 
Student Rates 
SARATOGA 
The Great Locomotive Chase
"GABY  
S....Je^t 
LOOK COLLEGIATE 
GO IVY LEAGUE 
We
 feature 
ihe latest college styles for you 
EL RANCHO 
"BANDIDO" 
"BIGGER THAN LIFE" 
Starts 
Toi.2.7; 
Jey league 
ROTC Installs 
New Officers 
Scabbard and Blade. upper divi-
sion Army- ROTC honor society.
 
installed new officers at a meet-
ing at VFW hall Wednesday night, 
according to Peter Meckel. pub-
licity chairman. 
New officers for the year are 
Jerry Bartlett, Captain; Dick 
Arrington. vice president; Herb 
Hylbert, treasurer: Ron Mosely, 
secretary and Bill Bower, rush 
chairman. 
Pledges to Scabbard and Blade 
also attended the meeting which 
was highlighted by the showing of 
movies taken by Major Dean M. 
Bressler at the summer encamp-
ment of SJS ROTC students. 
(-titan. 
Callaway’s Crystal 
Creamery 
Four unch, 
7th & E. Santa Clara 
I.
 
CAR WASH 
Approved Minit-Man Service 
AUTOMATIC CAR WASH CO. 
77 S. MONTGOMERY Si. 
Open DailySunday A.M. 
Look Better! 
reel Better! 
First Lesson Absolutely 
’FREE! 
Body Building 
Weight Gaining 
Steam Baths 
Reducing 
with personal instruction exclusively 
HEALTH UNLIMITED 920 S. 1ST 5. 
"Your Fitness is Our Business" 
Phone Eve. Only CT 7-0247 
JULY...L.0 
Pleasantly 
Inexpensive 
Look Sharp . . . 
Be Sharp . . . 
Flattops - Crew - Burr 
Club Barber Shop 
Personalized Service 
.
 
 .5 Barbers . . . 
68 E. SAN FERNANDO 
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 
Serving 
BREAKFAST   LUNCH   DINNER 
1610 E. SANTA CLARA between 33rd 6 34th 
  
Sport shirts from S3.95 
  Rough Rider slacks $10.95 
  Sport jackets from S13.95
 
The Boy’s Storc & College Shop 
Across from Hale’s, 321 S. lstCY3-1868
 
lost l’arade Party 
kt Garland House 
The Gal land
 House will hold an 
onen house at 63 S. 8th St,
 im-
mediately
 following the Homecom-
ing Parade on Saturdpy. Mrs. Ila 
Gooden, housemother, will greet 
the guests 
STARTS TODAY 
Late Show Tonight 
and Saturday 
DANA ANDREWS 
JOAN FONTAINE 
"BEYOND A 
REASONABLE 
DOUBT" 
2nd Hit 
NATALIE WOOD 
EDMOND O’BRIEN 
"A CRY IN 
THE NIGHT" 
VESUVIOS’ PIZZA 
Finest Original Italian Foods 
Grinder Sandwiches our Speciality 
  Choice of Italian cold cuts, hot sausage. 
or meat balls 
  Full foot long loaf of bread 
  With all the trimmings 
Come out and enjoy original Italian food 
served in .3n Italian atmosphere. 
Space available for your party, whether its 20 or 200. 
Dive  out El Camino, just past Santa Clara Cify. 
lac
 
Out Orders   Phone AX 6-1052 
or go to 3044 El Cam.no, Santa Clara 
GRANDVIEW SHOPPING CENTER 
Only a Step away from the Moonlight Drive-In 
FOR Itt I 
Furnished rooms. $1041 
month. Kitchen Male st,, 
No drinking or smoking. (.’Y 
330g. 
--Two barge rooms. 4 beds. 
’ate entrance and ’bath. Reas. 
atde CY 2-5002. 
Duchers sacancy. 2 B. 
II) college. 1(Xi N. 5th St. CY 
2216. 
Home costae-A food. Boar 
room. 1/4 block from camp 
Baker Hall, 374 S. 6th St. 71 
vacancies. $65. 
Iris. tures. room for 2 
boys. $48 mo. 550 5. 11th 
Call CY. 7-1390 
WANTED 
Ride wonted to v I cis’ 
Moonlite Drive-In. Santa CI:, 
Will share expens,-  (fl 3-431 
FOR s LI I. 
Pre-war General 1.1.-t.trlr 
frin. Excellent e,.rid Good 
extra in boarding house. A id. 
PO 429 S. 13th CY 3-8562. 
Cbry. Wd.r. DIL Any r’
offer. 347 S. 6th. CY 5-8504. 
Just Released 
on Columbia Records 
Newport Jazz Festival 
Louie Armstrong   CL93I 
with Eddie Condon 
Dave Brubecic   CL932 
Jai and Kai 
Duke Ellington   CL933 
with Buck Claytdn 
Duke Ellington   CL934 
at Newport 
. , 
eetings 
ChunnIna Club will rn , sun-
day at 5:30 p.m. at the First 
Unitarian Church before leaving 
for a visit to the Berkeley Charm-
ing Club. 
Eta Mu PI will hold an initiation 
dinner Wednesday at 6:15 p.m. at 
flawai len Gardena.
 
International Students Organi-
zation will met today at 12.30 
p.m. in Room 53. Short speeches 
will fie given by Tadashi Higaki, 
Shinpei Mishikalra, Koju Terada 
and Evangelina Stotzky. 
tiegasus Society will meet today 
at 2:30 p.m. in 1116. 
Prid Chi will formally install of-
ficers Sunday at the
 home of 
newly-clected arcsident Colette 
Tessier. 
Sociology Club will hold a social
 
meeting
 Monday at 7:30. p.m. at 
81 N. 6th St. 
’Engineering
 Joint Council will 
convene today at 1:30 p.m. in 
E118. for the first meeting of the 
year. Members of the three engi-
neering societies will he repre-
sented.
 
Student ChrIngion Connell. The 
Fall United ’’rogram of SCC mem-
hered groups
 will hold a meeting 
Sunday at 7:30 p.m. at the first 
Methodist
 Church, 5th. and Santa 
Clara streets. 
Dr. Edward V. Stein. director 
of %Vestminister Foundation at 
University of California will speak 
on "Responsibility
 of the Christ-
ian Student-. 
- - 
the 49’er jacket . . . 
’5 vri,t ;n the new Trtn  plaid with striking color combine,,n, 
0  sturdy and cornfortble  in Pendletons  finish quality 1007 virgin 
wool! 
17.95 
the skirt . . .
  
so classic in its slimness with the added oomph of two pressed pleats 
both front and back . . . in hues to match minor jacket tones. In 
finest 1007, virgin wool! 
CAMPI MUSIC 
50 S. First St. C Y 39290 
th  groaos  car of the year, for 
greatest buy of the year. come 
Healey Motor Co.. 477 Sq. 
  ’ idiot St. i yoe Jed 5,1,0ber;CS 
Cheyslo- Ind Plymouth repro 
185 So. First St.   CY 4.1082 1338 Lincoln Ave   CY 5-1580 
  
CrowningResults 
1.14‘ In Bevy of Duties 
A NEW REGIME:
 ISEGINS   Baƒ-barn Dale, 1955 II lllll ecoming 
Queen, (Moose) sitting %%Hit her successor, Anna Beal, looks over the 
KAT scrapbook nhich includes clippings 14 her past actisities. 
Articles about A111144 %1 I II be placed
 ill the same book. In the lower 
pktiire  Anna is shmii  o rhiui g it Ii another of her sorority sisters. 
Sarah Rinehart. MI decorations for I Ii tt4Jm4eoiIli,Ii float Mitch 
KAT and AT() will enter in toniorron afternoon’s parade. 
Pholoa  by French 
Phone
 calls telegrams, flowers. Peace at the Kappa Aloha Theta 
house on 1Rh St. is broken again as various groups and individuals 
congratulate the 1956
 
Centennial Homecoming Queen, Anna Beal. 
Crowned at the Coronation Ball in the Civic Auditorium last 
Friday night, Anna’s many duties connected with Homecoming fes-
tivities will be supplemented
 by those dealing with Centennial activi-
ties planned throughout the year, but concentrated during May of 
1957. 
"I didn’t even consider that I might be the queen Anna said. 
"I was kind of stunned because I Was with Barbara Die (last year’s 
Hornecern’nq queen)
 
most of Friday and although she knew the out-
come of the contest, she never led me to believe that I might have 
won. I was really thrilled.- 
On Saturday, besides the congratulatory telegrams and phone 
calls, Anna was the recipient of white orchids from the Phi Sigs and 
a bouquet of red carnations from their alumni chapter. 
Previously, at the ball, she had received a bouquet of Spartan 
Roses, flowers developed and perfected especially for SJS’ Centen-
nial year, and a trophy. Since the coronation, she also has received 
many gifts from down town merchants. 
’QUEEN ANNA SLEPT HERE’ 
"Saturday night," Anna continued, "Barbara and I went out on 
double dates and afterward we both spent the night at her house in 
San Jose. On Barbara’s pillow, pinned by her father, WAS the note 
’Ex-queen (the old has-been) s!ept here’ and on mine, ’Queen Anna 
slept here’." 
Appearance on a TV program yesterday, pom-poming at the 
bon-fire rally tonight and at the game tomorrow night, riding in a 
convertible during the parade and at pre-game activities, and appear-
ing at half-time fill three days in Anna’s now hectic life. Next week she 
will travel to Stockton to participate in the pact-signing between SJS 
and COP. 
In addition to this schedule, Anna must keep up school work, 
and complete 10 hours on study desk each week. The 5 ft. 5 in. blonde 
is a junior art major who has future hopes of being an airline stew-
ardess. She would like to study Oriental art at the same time. 
ACTIVE
 IN HIGH SCHOOL 
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Beal of Davis, Anna has 
two brothers in high school. She was born March 18, 1936, in Oak-
land and attended high school in San Leandro. There she was student 
body secretary, commissioner of advertising and of enterta.nment ally warm up at 8 o’clock when   ever. "  neiP 
member of national Thespians and past honor queen of Jobs Daugh- the structure to be "fired." Each 
ters.
the A Phi 0 boys set ablaze the year the Southern Pacific donates 
annual bonfire at Spartan Sta-Serving as song girl for the first time this semester, Anna at the railroad ties. dium. Or, as is customary, sabo-present
 also is working on one of the Centennial committees. She was teurs will stage their yearly The toes, which form the shell honored by the Pi Kappa Alphas last semester when they chose her 
Dream Girl. 
When quizzed as to how it felt to be Homecoming Centennial 
Queen, Anna replied, "It’s the biggest thing that ever
 happened to 
me. It’s so wonderful to be able to represent SJS. There are so many 
things to do and I’m looking forward to all the activities." 
Anna will be attended throughout Homecoming festivities by 
her princesses, Ginny Biondi, Karen Weiss, Pat Parish and Donna 
Acuff. 
Studying within the atmosphere of a bedroom in the kappa Alpha 
Theta sorority house where she Ilse,. 1956 II   Inc Centennial 
queen
 Anna Beal prepares homenork for one of her elassey. Anna, 
a junior are major, is carrying LI units of art, English, education, 
’political science and philosophy classes, l’he neuly crooned queen 
11./pP, tIl he :in airline steuardess upon ;4r:oblation f  ".IS. The 
study ot Orient :0 art also figures in her post stradnation 
Photo  by French 
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_11111,m-11y Predicts 
1?rfiching of Mors 
 itEy. Upi 
spat, It dvel authority believes 
th.,t the first flight to the planet 
es will come during the Me-
of most College-age people. 
Dr. Ernst Stuhlinger, director 
of Research Projects Office of the 
Army Ballistic 111iss!e Agency at 
Huntsville. Ala., said it is a 
scientific tact that Mars is within 
reach of man. Ile estimated that 
a flight now on the drawing board 
will stii t about 45 ).earit. 
The pioposed space ship will be 
elect neatly-propelled, the scien-
tist told Intornational
 
Setenee 
Foundation Conference here. 
Stuhlinger
 said the flight would 
be made in three phases 1 
Earth to satellite 10flO miles in 
space where a 730-ton space ship 
is to be assembled; 12 Earth 
satellite to 1000 miles off Mars. 
and 131 Mars satellite to Mars in 
a smaller ship carried in the big 
one. 
Alpha Phi hnega Ready 
To Set Bonfire T oniglit 
By MIKE BROWN Traditionally, A Phi 0 pledges I 
take on the job of carting the rail- I If tradition Is broken tonight. 
Homecoming festivities will liter- mad tics to the bonfire site. How_ 
Coronation Ball Gives Week’ 
Of Homecoming Banging Start 
By JERRY ROTHA 
San Jose State a Coronatiqn 
Ball. one of the "social events" 
each year. was the brain child of 
the 1953-54 Social Affairs Corn-
mittee under the chairmanship of 
Vern Perry. Its purpose was to 
start Homecoming Week off with 
a hang. 
Originally, Homecoming was 
only a two or three day affair and 
the Homecoming Dance was not 
traditional. It was usually held 
the night before or thij evening 
after the big game with hands or 
records furnishing the music. Stu-
dent turn-out was very casual and 
not especially interested. 
FINA WAS FIRST   
Perry secured Jack Finn’s Or-
chestra. a top name band, for the 
first Bail. which was a spectactilr
 
success. As a matter of fact, the 
Coronation Ball. with its pomp 
and ceremony and the crowning of 
the Homecoming Quee n, went 
over in such a big way that almost 
immediately it became an annual 
affair. 
It was held in the Chic Audi-
torium. which was entirely decor-
ated in gold and white, from 9-1 
o’clock the week-end preceding 
the Homecoming game. 
CONTINUE TRADITION 
In 1954-55. Jim Cottrell was 
Social Affairs Committee chair-
man. continued name band tradi-
tion with Orin Tucker. 
Jack Tyler was chairman in 1955 
and Jack Fina’s Orchestra made.a 
return appearance. Bill Squires, 
1956 chairman, procured Walt Tol-
leson and his Orchr4tra. 
trif and
 1/0111’ relay 
Wi yee and your party go out, go lo the
 finest . . . 
Cie to Mariani’s Restaurant. 
Iwo serve delicious food in an atmosphere of informality. 
You can pay more or you can pay
 loss, but you ’Can’t buy 
a bettee meal or a bettor limo than
 fho one you will have at 
Mariani’s Restaurant. 
marshmallow roast, long before of
 the bonfire structure, are ar-
ranged in a hexagonal pattern 
Placed alternately, log cabin style. 
the ties are stacked to a height ot 
25 It. Scrap lumber donated ti,ƒ 
local firms, fills in the center por-
tion of the hexagon. 
At the rally one match and a 
can of gas destroy Hite bonfire 
which takes many hours of work 
to complete. At any rate one thing 
Is for sure, the blaze
 always is 
followed by a blast of hot air 
literally that is. 
rally time. 
The bonfire, always a Wroma-
nine’s delight. has been set off ’as 
scheduled only once in the last 
five years. In fact, rivals some-
times get so fired up about the 
annual blaze that in 1950 the rally 
was
 insured with Lloyds of Lon-
don for one million dollars. 
Indeed, last year’s successful 
bonfire was an exception. Almost 
as traditional as the bonfire raids 
are the stories which appear In 
the SPARTAN DAILY before and 
after.the.illiage,,Wipqa 1g *cu.. 
cies wrItteli In 9153:  
"Eighty railroad ties have been 
donated for the bonfire. and ac-
cording to Jerry Ball, rail) com-
mittee chairman, it is expected to 
be the biggest bonfire in the his-
tory of the college." 
And. then the Daily said. "A 
last minute offer by the Lew Jones 
construction company made possi-
ble the giant bonfire at Spartan 
Stadium. The original- one was 
burned early Friday morning 
students from a rival school." 
Members of Alpha Phi Officg . 
began building the bonfire rat I) 
today, and representatives (tom 
the Intertraternity council s 
guard it until tonight.
 
HOLLYWOOD 
STUDIO 
and Camera Shop 
GRADUATION 
PORTRAITS 
41 North First 
CY 2-8960 
BLISS 
ANDER SON 
Beauty Salon 
(17 SOUTH 4TH) 
FOR A 
HAIR STYLE 
ESPECIALLY
 FOR 
T 
Phone:
 CYpress 2-0055 
there’s exclusive
 
magic afoot 
at Herolds 
A BIG 111.104.Tof  flames, that
 is, burned lip the skt at last y..ar’s 
Homecoming bonfire rally. The
 blaze enjoys quite flaming repu-
tation for being the first one in fhe years to escape the skulduggery 
of amateur arsonists. 
  
ke.otauPant
 
DRESSES 
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
 
-.  
WEDDING GOWNS 
’tis a ’merry tune yinell Niue 
to in these bonny
 flats at Iforolds. 
So sift and pixie light. they’ll set 
youl heart tb flyin’ high 
. . . 
they’ll set your
 toes adancing 
White calf vvith either black oi 
brown aadrUe. $11.93.
 
FORMAL’. 
Hume of distinctly delicious, food served in a 
plong comfortable
 atmosphere 
2490 El Camillo Real 
Santa Clara   Phone CHerry 3-5767 
MARGLAD’S .°W.PottWo:110.,  74.111C.A1T34-PlIVST STOWS ’ 
1202 The Alameda Both Harolds Stores memIrrs of Spar-Ten 
’ 
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eaSrtnino KIT 
wah 
otlioclive prosra cos* 
STAPLES notes, themes, tux 
. up to 20 sheets of paper 
MAKES book covers. arts & crafts, 
special projects 
TACKS material on bulletin boards, 
woad Or Plaster *ails. 
LINDSAY’S 
Stationers
 
\Sa-sa.77 SO. FIRST ST. 
ava. 
.";:;011 
Liecr 1,,i1Ga  101:-h-1.1111Vlb  ibing 
..1111111111111, 
  SPIIIITƒƒma
 girl, 
(abuse) and yelt leaders (lett
 
are pictured in practice wttsiou.  
III. they prepare
 for tomorrow 
night’s Ralik’  with Dmer.  Song 
girl left to right are Jeri Bul-
lock, Blanche Writzen, Barbara 
Dale,
 head ’sang girl; Anna’ Beal 
and Donna Acuff. Not pietured 
Cinny hillfldt. This K  
song girl., selected
 last spring, 
uill continue in their positions 
until next semester. Yell leaders 
%%110  t  III  Wail  an expected capac-
ity Ilomeemning crowd in yells 
are left to right, Tom Runetti, 
Chuck Rigilon, Terry Haycock, 
head yell leader; Brent Ile:sing-
er and George Rosnton. Half-
time activities tomorrow night 
WI II feature a  larger than usual 
card stunt sect Ian and the 
awarding of trophies to the or-
tonliations. ssIth the top float. 
in the three II (outing  parade 
Ills ’,Maui. 
Photos  by Del Carl,. 
a how and arrows starts a week 
in advance of the regular season 
la  tr.r.  
pirit Routines Demand 
WELCOME BACK ALUMS 
ORDERS TO 
TAKE OUT 
  OPEN   
S P.M. TO 
3 A.M. 
Beforc The Game Try Our 
Popular Family Dinner 
DINNER FOR FOUR
 
ISI.00 each) 
Soup, fried jumbo shrimp, pork chow mien, veg. chow yuk, 
pork fried rice egg fee yung, fortune cookies, and tea. 
THE
 CHINESE LANTERN 
173 W. SANTA CLARA 
Shines like a 
mirror 
wears like 
 iron ... 
BLOOM’S 
1695 
Easy care . longer weer! That’s why 
men prefer Bloom’s genuiner Shell 
Corcloyien for rugged cis...pus new 
. practically wear-proof, they 
they cost to much less in 
the long runt 
YOUR CHARGE 
’7COUNT INVITED 
!ALCOA’S 
STORE FOR MEN 
71 SOUTH FIRST STRUT 
Hours of Preparation 
By DICK TYLER 
So you think you might like to 
be a song girl or a cheer leader, do 
You’ How would you like to have 
to do so fast. whirling song routine 
on 0 platform (Oily a little over two 
feet wide? Or enthusiastically 
lead a cheer before thousands of 
fans and not have any of them 
I cheering? 
These are factors you’ll have to 
consider if you have plans to be-
come a song girl or yell leader. 
for they happen regularly with the 
San Jose State "spirit leaders." 
Of course. life isn’t all prob-
lems for these students, it also 
imolves a lot of plain. hard 
work. Take the song girls, for 
instance. The present group. 
headed by blonde Barbara Dale 
was selected last spring and will 
continue to serve until next 
spring. 
During the summer Barbara 
called practice meetings at her 
home. Answering the call were 
Donna Acuff, Anna Beal. Ginny 
Biondi, Jeri Bullock and Blanche 
Fritzen. The six began practicing 
their eight main routines and their 
special routines for touchdowns 
and after games. 
During football games the girls 
perform whenever the band strikes 
up a number. Acting as "quarter-
back" Barbara calls out the num-
ber of the routine she wants-the 
group to do. At Spartan Stadium, 
the girls work on the small plat-
form in front of the rooting sec-
tion and are forced to eliminate 
several of their "moving" routines 
due to lack of space. 
One
 of the group’s emharassing 
moments came during the rreent 
I Stanford-State game. At half-time 
I the schools’ song girls changed 
sides. Our girls were doing a rou-
tine with the Stanford band, which 
proceeded to play in six different 
tempos none
 of which was design-
ed to make the girls look especially 
good. 
Quite a bit of work is connected 
with being a yell leader. The five 
men, led by Terry Haycock, prac-
tice after every Wednesday night 
Rally Committee meeting, Special 
practice sessions may be called by 
Haycock. 
The task of organizing and lead-
ing the yells falls to Haycock, Tom 
Bonetti, George Boynton, , Brent 
Helsinger and Chuck Rigdon. 
The main problem the men face 
is that of keeping the students’ 
spirit at a high level. Many stu-
dents, the yell leaders feel, are 
dressed as rooters but are only 
spectators. Lack of spirit, they 
say, especially can he noted when 
our team falls behind, a time when 
support is most needed. 
The men also feel the pressure 
of working on a small, sometimes 
slippery, platform. They will all 
be especially watching their step 
at tomorrow’s libmecoming game 
since at the last game head yell 
leader Haycock missed his step 
and fell off the platform. No in-
juries, but he was embarrassed. 
Historians believe America’s 
first pigs were landed by Hernan-
do DeSoto at Gasparilla Island 
near Tampa, Fla., on May 25, 
1539. There were 13 sows and two 
boars. 
CORNEAL LENSES 
Safe... 
Made of plastic non-
breakable. 
Simple... 
No suction cup required
 
No buffer solution 
needed.
 
Satisfaction ... 
All day wearing time 
is the rule, rather than 
the except:on. 
CONTACT LENS CENTER 
Ml.  CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES 
JOE ALLEN   FRANK JACKSON Tnchaiciant 
’213 S. FIRST CY 7 5174 
Police Recruiting ’flits 
Slight Legal Snag 
COLUMBUS. 0.-- i UPI
 --Police 
here recently ran *MO of the law 
In
 a recruitment drive for nifty 
patrolmen. 
Signs reading "N’antial, Police-
men" were put up In the rear win-
dows of police cruisers. 
Red-faced Officials were told , 
that a city ordinance prohibits,any 
obstruction of vision In an auto-
mobile. 1 You 7/ ,L’.i  . . . MAUER’S CAFETERIA 
alP 
See and Buy What You Like 
Complete Dinners OPEN 
Just 7 DAYS A WEEK 
1.00 to 1.50  I 1:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
We Specialize 
In Homemade 
Desserts 
175 SOUTH FIRST   ACROSS FROM KRESS 
Weicomp Ain 
from 
BRITISH
 MOTOR CENTER LTD. 
REGISTER
 AND 
vait .400 thi,h 
  but -Ittirn low 
iimossamseatr" 
2180 W. SAN CARLOS AT BASCOM 
CY 7-3635 OPEN EVENINGS ’TIL 9 
featuring 
  
JAGUAR "TWO-POINTTQUR" 
  JAGUAR XK-140 
  MGA
 
  PORSCHE 
  AUSTIN 
  and the new Austin Healey 
WELCOME ALUMS 
A3TUJ4-\ 
..ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ.,...11,21.
 
to
 
Clkiq 
L\o U v. 1 
LA/arc/v.010e
 
161 So. 1st 
SKIERS ! ! 
SANTA CLARA VALLEYS LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED SKI SHOP 
INVITES YOU
 TO DROP IN AND
 LOOK OVER THE LATEST IN SKI 
FASHIONS AND EQUIPMENT.
 
CLOTHING 
By 
BOGNER 
WHITE STAG 
SLALOM 
EDELWEIS 
SKIS 
By 
NORTHLAND 
KASTLE 
KNEISSL 
HEAD 
GRESVIG 
BOOTS 
By 
HENKE 
NOR DICA
 
KASTINGER
 
MOLITOR 
featuring 
Bognr., trot:hie- pant:, conmiHrented by ’hand finished sweaters from 
Austria and Germany. 
We have competent skiers employed
 in our shop to advise you 
in all your cliinq needs. 
COPE & McPHETRES
 
66 W. SAN ANTONIO ST., SAN JOSE CY 5-2939
 
  
A 
.9 
111ƒ‘  
SJS Band Majorettes Boast’
 
Baton
 Twirling Titles, Prizes
 
  Drum ilajor Jerry Siasko Leads 
Moreltio!! Band
 
Weoring
 Tall Shako 
Majorettes
 Jeanne Dixon and ness education major from Lake, 
Shirley Smith will add their twirl- port. does a juggling and twirling 
Ing talents
 to the marching
 hand act with three batons. pageant during half-time at to-
morrow’s
 Homecoming game.
 
Jeanne, a junior
 home economics 
major from, Bremerton, Wash., 
uses as her specialty acrobatic 
acts
 and twirling with one or two 
batons. Shirley, a sophomore
 husi-
-MAYFAIR 
Both girls will wear black vel-
%et uniforms with gold sequin
 
trimming. They plan a surprise 
routine for the Homecoming game. 
A transfer from Olympic Col-
lege in Bremerton. Jeanne has 
been twirling batons
 for about 
five years. She has marched with 
the Bremerton Drishs and. Bugle 
Coups and the Olympic College 
band. Jeanne was named North-
west U.S. Champkm Twirler in 
FLORIST she has taught baton tZvirling to 1954. For the past three years, 
children in her hometown. 
FLOWERS
 
for all 
OCCASIONS 
  IVA discount to students 
  call day or night 
CY 7-1128 
1082 E. SANTA CLARA 
In her second year with the SJS 
_band, Shirley also twirled for sev-
eral exchange rallies last fall. She 
was awarded first prize in the 
Horace Heidt Show competition 
during the summer ol 1955. Shir-
ley also appeared  on the Del 
Courtney show In San Francisco. 
and marched with the "49er" 
I Majorettes during 1955. In 1954, 
, she received third place in State 
corn petit ion 
HAIRCUTS $125 
Open 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
Including Sunday 
AL’S QUALITY BARBER SHOP 
9  E. Santa Clara St. 
NEXT WEEK WIVE GOT 70 GET ORGANIZED 
but let’s get down to Beta Kappa 
now to:get ow HOMECOMING SOUVENIRS 
BETA KAPPA 
277 E. SAN FERNANDO 
DINNER SPECIAL 
BREADED VEAL CUTLETS SOUP POTATOES 
VEGETABLE BREAD & BUTTER 
Large Bottle of Milk 10c 
85‘ 
ARCHIE’S 
STEAK HOUSE 
545 S. 2nd St.   Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M. 
WELCOME ALUMNI & FRIENDS 
Reg. 
69.95 
With 
Trade-in 
You Pay 
Only 
39.95* 
$30 TAILta;rnice on the 
All New 
A RUGGED PORTABLE /4Valite 
THAT’S ONLY 3 INCHES HIGH 
WEIGHS ONLY 8 POUNDS! 
  Full Size Standard Keyboard 
  New Portfolio Style Case 
  olii .4ncired U.S. mate, has a 
heyboa, r a . 4 case and it ,n wo,tƒno 
 we’ll tale it in ttade on a new ROYALITE potleble. 
  
FREE!! WITH PURCHASE OF A NIIVI 
   TYPIAVIIMI flocrotana 0,1, r 
10 lb. 
TURKEY 
- 
WOO 
SIMIIESS 
161011ES 
SAV.1 f N 
ti.t-IDO
1.
iSI 
TSAIRO 
ER 
?tone Clercs%
  
1503 
PRACTICING’ ROUTINESTwo San Jose State College hand 
majorettes, Jeanne Dixon, left. and Shirley Smith, right, practice 
with dram major Jerry Staab°.  The trio will hr performing during the half-time actiƒitie, at Spartan Stadium this Saturday night 
when the Golden Raider. meet the Denver Pioneers in the Home-
coming game. Photo  by Bench 
Band To Salute Alumni 
During Game Festivities 
By LOU ANNE BONE 
Remember when? 
A salute to alumni and friends 
of San Jose State College will be 
the theme of Homecoming game 
half-time activities for the 80-
 
member marching band. Under 
the direction of Roger Muzzy, as-
sistant professor of music, the 
group plans to entertain on the 
footb411 field for 15 minutes Sat-
urday night. 
"Since Homecoming activities 
are most meaningful to San Jose 
Stat# students and alumni
 who 
come to the game, the half-time 
period has been extended to 30 
minutes," Muzzy said. 
The band’s first appearance 
tomorrow night %%ill he fur the 
singing of the National Anthem. 
According
 
to Muzzy, the
 anthem 
used this year Is the newer 
Damrosch arrangement written 
In a lower key making it easier 
to sing. 
Drum major Jerry Stasko will 
lead the marching band along 
with twirlers Shirley Smith and 
Jeanne Dixon. 
At half-time, the ba nd will 
march onto the field to "company 
fronts," then wheel into a "silent 
drill’ in which
 the group is spread 
all over the field. A salute to 
alums on the west side of the field 
will follow as the band marches to 
the strains
 of the Halls of Ivy, 
the Vi’hiffenpoof Song and the 
college Homecoming songs. 
A humorous routine will feature 
a take-off on a Freshman Brain, 
to show the mental capacity of in-
coming frosh. The’ wheels of the 
brain will represent the thinking 
process. The wheels go around 
swiftly at first. then bog down 
during the first examinations. A 
voice over the public address sys-
tem will narrate the performance
 
with such dialogue as. "Remember 
when you 
.where freshmen; You 
couldn’t find the right buildings 
and were generally pretty much 
alone." 
Climax of the ratable will 
come when Homecoming Queen 
Anna Real
 and her court Is in-
troduced. The band. In the for-
mation of two musical note., 
will accompany the preaentation 
with Elizabethan background 
music, the Coraation March by 
Meyerherger and 0 Volt Windt-
MI Doll. 
Finally the troupe will move 
into an SJS formation while the 
audience sings the school song and 
hymn. "The Rally Committee 
plans to pass out printed words 
Laundry problems 
go away, 
If you’ll bring them down 
to us today! 
Laundre-Brife 
Clean-Rife 
to the school hymn so that every. 
one can join in," Muzzy said. 
University of Denver will be 
represented at the game by tlw 
Carlmont High School band from 
Belmont, directed by Russell Reed. 
The trumpc-t section of the 
marching band will collaborate 
with SJS cheerleaders in intro-
ducing a new fanfare and yell. The 
trumpets will play da da di da da 
da--after which the rooters will 
yell--Jose. During the game, two 
cheerleaders, two song girls and 
the trumpeters plan to circulate 
in the various sections of the sta-
dium promoting spirit. 
The Spartan band will lead the 
Homecoming parade tomorrow af-
ternoon at 5 o’cloek.in downtown 
San Jose. After the Denver game, 
the band will be seen at the Col-
lege of Pacific, Cal Poly and Filti  
no State contests. 
14).4s:1%110’s t hid struttinl &Ain 
the field in front of the colleftly 
marching band? A baton, a riot 
called
 a shako, and a gold and 
white uniform are the only dues 
needed to see that this figure is 
the drum major. 
Concluding his fourth and last 
ear as marching hand drum 
imajor is Jerry Stasko, senior 
intiiric major. Jerry will le:iil tui  
44siel during Ow thou,. 
’parade as well as directing 1, . 
I ime activities at the game. 
A graduate of James Lick ’ 
School in Simi Jose, Jerry ri . 
,,, fundamental music I, 
Horn William Baker, a  
San Jose State graduate. Jeri .. 
will be graduated in June with a 
special secondary credential in 
music. He is a baritone player and 
a member of Phi Mu Alpha, prm 
fessional music fraternity. 
Stasko’s responsibilities as drier 
major include possess in r! 
thorough knowledge of the I, ,  
routines and formations, to,. ƒ . 
the director in preparing the stow 
and taking complete charge ƒ,’ 
the- group while on the footbi, ; 
In1ƒ1 In midit inn he directs the 
15-rnernber pep band at game 
Stasko explains h m s struttine 
..m I. as a "basic military stƒIe 
with variations suitable to foot-
ball pageantry:* He has developed 
his own style by watching other 
drum majors. and by studying 
with various teachers in the area. 
SPARTAN
 DAILY PEl  9 Friday, November 2, 1954 
Newspapers from several towns 
thnoighout California and across 
the nation may be found in the 
Resere Book Room. The papers 
are put On al newspaper rack 
throughout the week as soon as 
they arrise at the SJS Ubrary. 
This lets the Spartan student 
keep in touch with the happen-
ings at home. 
WHITE BUCKS 
CLASSIC COLLEGE FAVORITE 
FROM COAST TO COAST 
Correct to the very last detail 
Perfect for men on The go . . . 
Only 995  
PRICE’S SHOE STORE 
36 SOUTH FIRST STREET 
It’s FUN to 10 FIIIIMAL
It’s SMAIII to 111 SEL1X! 
Largest, finest and most complete stock of Formal 
Wear and Accessories in the Wesel Featuring the 
latest Campus Styles...priced for collegiate 
budgets! Available for Purchase or Rental I 
OgLOK 
FORMAL WEAR 
SALESRENTALS  
SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND EMMET SAN JOSE 
IN SAN JOSE 75 SOUTH 2nd Phone CYpress 4-2322 
Ietka.k.tc (fLA.,  ? 
ti)LIXE6 s(-A 
)(A-r) WektA4-5 IfAAA? 
Le  Wks if,tA,?  
,  
J  
  10 discount to students 
  plenty of free parking at rear 
of store 
609 SOUTH FIRST STRIET 
ƒAct 
0- 
A. "The Refined" car coat in 
water repellent cotton 
poplin with batty collar and pocket 
trim of 100% imported wool. 
001ed Russet. varsity bins, 
ale 24.9S 
I. "Push Buttes Itenikilie  with 
clever push-button closures, 
snug muff collar. Water repellent poplin body. (Nat low-I, 
11.1,1 or diron yen’ 20 72.90 
Hale’s Sportsweiv 
Second Floor 
----e-sesistwaeseellexia....a.......   ---- = 
Pago 10 SPARTAN DAILY F:icley, November 2, 1956 
’Crying Princess and Golden Goose’ 
To Be Presented Thrice on Nov. Li 
The Specch and Draimi I /evii ment a ill present the children’s play. The Crying Princess and the Golden Goose." in the Studio Theater on Nov. 17. There will be three performances: 10:30 am.. 1:30 and 3 p.m. Seats should be 
reserved in ad%ance, because of limited seating capacity. accord-ing th: Drama Department. John Kerr, associate professor of drama. is in charge of the pro-duction. assisted by James Dunn, speech and drama student. The 
story is from one of Grimm’s Fairy Tales. It concerns a king who dis-
covers onions and whose &nighty? 
h.Loo.  to cry when she peels them. The doctor diagnoses the case as sad-sickness, which no one seems able to cure 
  
Bouquets-Corsages 
at 
Bakmas 
Flower 
Shop 
10th and 
Santa Clara 
Corn. in and see as Today CY 2 0462-10th & Sento Clara 
The king, Wayne Ward. offers half Ma kingdom to the one who 
can cure hiii daughter, played by Patrkda Murray. Three brothers. Karl, Josef and Franz, played 
Robert Whitehead. Peter Rich and Richard Parks, art-
watch for an onion thief.   
Franz. with the aid of an old 
woman. Mary I.0 Odegard, and a 
.701den goose makes the princess nigh and wins the fortune. 
Others in the cast are: Nancy Stephens, as the queen; Manuel , Carillo and Carolyn Cali. the king’s huller and cook; Davey Schmidt, the king’s wizard; Phillip Upton. the doctor; Bernard Gardner, a ’ thief; Joseph Markham. the sher-
,if; Eli Feldstein. Jacquie Mun-dell. and Jay Michelis as two sis-
;Ss 
"MCCI1 ADO"Pictured  are the two sets of romantic leads In the shakespearean production now in its final run. Standing are. left 
to right. Isan Paulsen. Syls la Cirone and Patrick tosrsey. Leslie 
itobinsoli is seated. Costumes for the play %sere designed its Miss 
Iternelee-Prisk, associate professor of drama. Miss Elizabeth Loeffler 
I.. directing the play and Harrison McCreath
 is technical director 
and scene designer. Th.. pIaƒ t’Iot’ I eeeeeee rrou night. 
Photo  by Blaisdell t,.q.y.;
 and an older brother, Crete!, ;ertrude
 
and Fritz; and Gail An-derson and Celia Cross. two ladies- I 4 
THE WESTERNER 
Restaurant 
TRY OUR TENDER DELICIOUS 
8-0Z. STEAK 
Salad, Baked Potato, 
French Bread and 
Butter 
All this for only 
S1.19 
Open Daily 6 A M to II P.M. Clowd Sunday 
17 E. SANTA CLARA PHONE CV 3-80511 
Max Cobb, owner 
invites you all to 
try this delicious 
dinner before the 
tomorrow 
STATE MEAT MARKET 
WHOLESALE - RETAIL MEAT & POULTRY 
Tender "T" Bone Steaks . . . . Lb. 68e 
Bacon   Thick, Lean . 2 Lb. Pkg. 98c 
Ground Beef, Fresh Lean . . . 3 Lbs. $1 
150 E SANTA CLARA 
EDUCATION 
and 
WELFARE 
SORRY GANG! 
Ili
 n   ^ POrts immediate Fecte,a . to our hard-
otssed  srdsocationI   end to mid-
tel
 
school;   n d hospital constructioe 
oroiech H. wholeheertedly endorses th  
Supreme Cowl Ci decision gainsi  morel!. Norery 1.9itlatiOft g9.1.1 to 
redict*  II forms of raciI end r  
:glees discrIminetion in our schools and 
nbs. He supports espensiom of the So 
- 1  Scrcur.t prow." end higher pee 
.ons for Senior Cititens.
 
CLUB ALMADEN RESERVED 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3 
But drop out Friday night for an evening of 
dancing to the music of Joe Kistner’s combo 
10 miles south of town on ALMADEN ROAD 
ast Curtain To Fall 
Students To Present Reading 
The SJS Speech and Drama De-partment will present a staged r 
reading of "The Night of the Hunter." a novel by Davis Grubb, In Studio Theater on Nov. 9 and 10 at 8:15 p.m. There will be a 50-cent admission charge to raise 
money to augment funds for the Dr. Dorothy Kaucher Oral Read-ing Award. according to Dr. Cour-taney Brooks, assistant professor of speech. 
"The Night of the Hunter" con-
cerns the struggle between child-like innocence and loyalty and the 
sins of greed and lust. John Harp-
er, a frightened but courageous boy, protects his secret and the life of his little sister, Pearl, as the hunter pursues him even to the 
point of death. The story takes place during the hard times of the thirties. along the Ohio River in West Virginia, Dr. Brooks said. Members of the cast are: narra-
tor. James Dunn; Pearl Harper, Barbara Norton; Willa Harper, Sylvia Cirone;
 John Harper, Jim 
190919.1911119PITIPPNINIWIPTP99.11Noi 
Let’s Co 
To Church 
Haynie; Ben II arpe r, Ronald Stokes; Preacher. Lee Devin; Un-
cle Birdie, Grant Salzman;  key 
Spoon, Joyce Osborn; Walt Spoon, Christopher Brown; Rachel Coop-
er. Shirley Ahern; and Ruby, Les-
lie Robinson. 
Dr. Brooks is directing the pro-duction. with James Dunn assist-ing in the adaptation. ,,iean Black-
more and the members of the cast are in charge of music; Charles A. Cook is handling lighting; Barbara Watts is house manager: and the San Jose Players are ushering. 
This coupon, when filled with 
your lasorio doodle is worth .005c 
On First Play of Season 
ity BARBARA ILRTMA  
The 11%ely and Nifty comedy by 
William Shakespeare which opened the 1956-57 drama season at SJS 
"Much Ado About Nothing." will have its last two performances tonight and tomorrow night in the Main College Theater. The play is scheduled to begin at 8:15 p.m.. according to the Drama Depart-ment. A novel feature of this produc-tion, directed by Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, associate professor of drama. is the permanent nature of the scenery. Scene
 changing is done
 by pulling a series of curtains 
which are a part of
 the scenery 
This i takes place during the action of the play with no break in the continuity. There is only one 10-minute intermission in this fast-moving prod-fiction. Harrison
 W. MeCreath. assist-ant professor of speech. Is tech-nical director and stage design-
er. He has set the play in Tudor
 style. In keeping ulth the Eliza-
bethan costumes designed by 
Miss Berneice Prink. associate 
professor of drama. Capacity audiences hate been 
reel-it lug the play very ent hu-
Mast Wally. The low comedy of 
Dogberry
 and Verges, played by R o b est- t McNamara
 and Don Weise oho, in their atimidits, help unrasei the complications. has been well-responded to by the audience. Sylvia Cirone and Ivan Paulsen
 portray the lovers, Hero and Clau-dio. and Wayne %yard plays Don
 Pedro. who is trying to promote the romance. Craig Thush is Don John. the villainous
 illegitimate brother of Don Pedro. Leslie Robinson
 portrays hus-band-hating
 Beatrice who finally
 decides that she can become re-conciled to a marriage
 to Rene-dick, played by Patrick
 Garvey. 
Others in the cast are: Chris-
VETERANS 
At
   ’,elven of two wars. the cosi, 
..eferan running. Sill Vetcher knows
 ere. 
,pftial problems of veterans. He
 
I. 
ors increased pensions for disoblel
 
eeeee ns and for iv’. 00’I of deceaset1 
ƒ,ans.  and ’teamed, at the GI Ia.-
od
 
duttional  prog,ms.  
TAXATION
 
/,r,  s."clges fo 1,,opof
 49,’
 
plugging
 fay loopholes for large 
coporetions so Met tat rod.ctions 
b Ivied, for low and middle  
fornilies M. 
.14.0,
 rg’S."0 
c.,21 t W f,-,  A) end Me removal of Waif 
lotoisions ginst  small and nen, Co  
poto.:04, in th present tar leas. 
Vote For 
BILL 
VATCHER 
Democratic 
Congressman 
10th Congressional
 
District 
Spesiorrei by 
Volcker for Congress 
Committee 
Dr. Andres, Lasser, 
1857 Sobey Rood Les 
Why A Sales Career With UARCO 
Incorporated? 
BECAUSE UARCO is a leading supplier of continuous, carboninterloaveri  busines’ 
forms   products which are essential to the operation and management of ll types 
of business and industry. 
BECAUSE a UARCO sales c a re e r is professional selling at its best. Throughly 
trained to design end sell business forms and systems, UARCO sales representatives 
call on the owners and managers of business enterprises, assisting them to devise 
and install efficient methods of control. 
BECAUSE there is no ceiling on your earnings. Our compensation plan provides 
for regular salary ahd commissions. Our sales representatives are assign, d to their 
own territories, their own accounts, and dr’ijoy a high volume of repeat ousiness.. 
Travel is at ap absolute minimum. 
BECAUSE UARCO backs its sales representative,. with over 60 years r,f business 
forms experience and the facilities of is largo plants. Sales offices are Leafed in 
all major cities. 
If this is your kind of career, sign up for an interview at the Placement Office. Mr. 
John Wimberly, San Francisco District’Sales Manager; will conduct !err Pus inter-
views on Monday, November 5. 
topher Brown as Lconato; Richard 
Geer, Antonio; James Givens, Bal-thasar; Lee Devin s. Borachio; James Dunn, Conrade; Phillip Up-ton. Friar Francis: Richard Tash, a sexton; Robert
 Whitehead, a messenger; Gail Anderson and Elizabeth Keller. waiting
 women, Cheryl Del Biaggi°  and Marlene Balogh, pages; and Davey Schmitt, Robert Gordon and Thomas Pra-ther, the watches. Celeste McAdam is ’assistant
 director; S t e ph anie Cleery is prompter and Kay Lewis is in charge of the.dances. Stage manager for the
 ProAns-tion is Sherman
 Blass. assisted by Jan Pearson. Stage crew includes Keith Glutsch, Clifford Cummins. Ed Holmes. Mary Lou Cuthbertson and James Dobbs. Glen Pensinger I. light mana-
ger, assisted by Larry Peterson. 
Melvin
 Swope, Sandra Camp-
bell, Jean Harsh and Das id Val-
entine are on the lighting crew. 
Nlargaret Stanton and Silvia Simonet are property 1118131w.:  and assistaat. with Ssther
 Chris-tian and James Patterson as crew. J. Wendell Johnson, associate
 pro-1 fessor of drama, supervised paint-ing. and Rollin Buckman, instruc-
tor
 in drama, is lighting director. 
Record Amount
 
Trinity 
Episcopal Church 
81 NORTH SECOND STREET 
8:00 a.m. Holy Communion 
9:30 a.m. Family Service 
11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer 
and Sermon 
( I .1100 Mrs,. (01111.11A 
end receit e u kip .13r 
_ 
-gulch Supper 
6:30 P.M. ANY SUNDAY 
(Holy Communion and Sermon 
on lit Sunday of Month) 
Special mid-smek Communion Son, ice for Episcopal students every 
Wednesciay at 7.30 a.m. 
Canterbury Meeting 
C. moethig-7:30’ p.m. Wader 
,ndation. %1st Methodist Church, 
N. 5th & Santa Clara. The Rev. 
Edward Stein. clirecor Westminster 
Founclation: U.C.. 
THIS SUNDAY 
STUDENT CHRISTIAN 
COUNCIL GET-TOGETHER 
7:30 P.M. 
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH 
5th & Santa Clara 
artip 
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH lb block N. of campus on 5th 
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 
48 N. Third Street "Your College Church" 3 blocks from campus 
. Phil W. garret, ID., Minister 
9:30 a.m. Try our Geneva Class. You’ll like it. 
I I :00 a.m. MORNING WORSHIP. "LOST HORIZONS.- 
Szinctuary Choir, Prof. Gus Lease, Director 
C:00 p.m. GALVIN CLUB snack supper, followed by in 
teresting discussion of ColossianS, led by Chri, 
Warren. 
The Church with a warn, welcome- end a pu.pose to serve 
Wesley Foundation 
The Methodist student center in San Joie 
24 N. FIFTH STREET CY 4-7254 
’()1 Almns Seen 
Three year:Lego._ some_ 300 per-sons attended the Homecoming ; after.game dance and reunion , This year.
 a record crowd of 1500- I 2000 former Spartans are expected
 to attend the annual event. 
Largely
 responsible for this 
itusrease in attendanee are the 
f ort s of t he Alumni Associa-
t  uhich has a big Job in 
keeping alumni relations in pace 
vsith the increasing size of S4S. Primary tool of
 the Association in promoting the growth of atten-dance at the yearly reunion-dance id a brochure which is mailed to 
all act ive. Association members living in California. This year. the brochure has been mailed
 to some 17.500 Golden-State Association members, ac-
cording to Peg Major. Association 
total membership of 20,000 actives. The circular promotes the down-
town parade and the Denver game as well as the Association spon-sored dance. This
 is the third year that it has been sent out. This year’s alumni get-together 
will be held at t he Estimation Hall. located on the Santa (’lore
 
Fair Grounds. In 1953, 
the Association held the gather-
ing at Nissen!). Foods,
 and al-
though some 1500 attended, hun-dreds of others couldn’t squeeze Malik :Ind were forced to leave 
-tin-retunited." 
Special guests
 of the Association a ill be the Spartan 
h
coaching staff. 
,.omprised of members It-urn the 
r r 
te song girls, and a pep band 
ching band. Financing for t he assemblage 
ƒlid
 the mailing of brochures came rom Association funds and from 
-in allocation from the Fall Home. 
..oming Committee. All actae members
 of the Asso-admitted to the 
1.1nr.  and !minion free of charge, 
weording to Miss Major. Inactive 
mm ebers be.charged 25 cents, 
lie said.
 
CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO 
PARTICIPATE IN ITS SUNDAY ACTIVITIES 
9.30 A.M. Keinonie Klass in Weslet Lounge. led by 
Dr. Harold Crain. 
6:00 P.M. Snack Supper in Wesley Hall. No roservatirres 
needed. $.35. 
7;00 P.M. "Responsibilities of the Christian Student," 
by Dr. Ted Stein, S.O.C. Fall Get.tOtiethr, 
in Wesley’s Sorrel Hall. Special program fr., 
all Prcores.ant student groups.. 
DIRECTOR: DICK INGRAHAM, IA 
Two 
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH 
Blocks from Campus 2nd and San Antonio 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
11.00 MORNING WORSHIP 
7:30 EVENING SERVICE 
Dr. Cllrr,n-ie Si" d - Mirj,fcr 
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sor;07]y" 
TRI-C COLLEGE AGE FELLOWSHIP 
SUNDAY 
9:30--Leaderslup Seminar 
Fall Quarter: "Archaeology and Anthropology-
6:00TRI-C  Club Time 
BETHEL CHURCH 
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD" 
224 MERIDIAN ROAD 
A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND 
SERVICES 
SUNDAY SCHOOL 9:30 A.M. 
WORSHIP SERVICE 11:00 A.M. 
YOUTH MEETING . , 6:30 P.M. 
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE 7:30 P.M. 
BETHEL MEMORIES-8:30 A.M.SUNDAY---KEEN--1470  
THOMAS G. SUTTON   Pastor 
